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The New Mexic9 PIRG Board
of -Directors election will be held
today until 4~30 p.m. Polling sites
are located at the SUB, Chemistry
Building, Mitchell Hall aod oo the
corner of Yale and Roma.
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Senate to Hear Presi~.eilti~i:...
·Committee ·Head Appointments

l

'\

""ByJonBoq•n·
·.
ASUNM. President Alan Wilson
· will present his appointments for
chairpersons . and members of
seyeral ASUNM. exe.~uUve commattees tothe·Stn'at~ftOday. .
· Wilson will ask Senate to approve Laine Heiser as ASUNM
Public Information D.if.ector, Mar•
garet Ott as chairwoman of the
'f

-· ...

Film· Committee, David .Levine as
acling chair of lhe Coffeehouse
Committee and Larry Hanna as
actingASUNM Attorney General.
. His choice for chair .of the
Speaker's Committee, will be ei.th·
er. William Schrank or Louis
TemP.kin.
.
Wilson has yet to decide his
appointee for P. opu.la. r E. ntertain·
ment Committee chair, but he said
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PEC Chairman Stelll Schroeder
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PEC Chairman· Will
Not Be Reapp·ointed
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ByMichileiO'Corinor
..-/
Current Pofular Entertainment -commiuee (PEC) Chairman ~teve
· Schroeder wil not be reappointed for next year by ASUNM PresidentelectAian Wilson, but Scluoederis .fighting for his job.
.
"[...expect it to be a long, uphill fight,'' Schroeder said. "1'01 going before
the Senate !his afternoon to ask that they look at my record and,. consider
allthe·apphcants themselves." •
The ASUNM Senate confirms nr denies presid~ntial appointments, and
Schroeder is hoping he can get Senate backing as leverage in gaining the
position.
·
· · " .,
'
"f don't think I'm getting a fair hearing,u Schroeder continued ...1 want
to take my accomplishments to the Senate to counter some of the
criticisms against ine/' .
. ..
. . . . .. . .. .
The criticisms he referred to include accustions of poor choice choice of
~ntertaitunent . brought to _~lbu~uerqu~ . by PEe. .. and charges that.
Schroederhas not <.fone anythmg srnce tak•ngoyer the PEC. . . , . . .
Schroeder pointed to innovations. he said he has introduced Jnto PEC
operations such as a training 1Jtopam for P.EC. membe!s,
organiza•
tional manual for the. PEC1 ereataon of 20-100 student JObs per concert
and the creatiort of Wednesday concerts during the time when the PEC
was having trouble luring groups to Albuquerque. . . . .
· ..
·
He said PEC was $6000 in debt wtaen be took over and is now operating
on the plus side, ~EC now owns its own lights, be added, which _are tente\'1
to groups around town and bring in more revenu~ than a concert at
.
....
. ·.
. _ .. . .. . . .
.. .
" Popejoy. . .
"Not hiring me bec'ause I''!' a graduate student is v~ry assumpt!ve tJn
Wilson's part," Schroeder sa1d. "The students h~ven't voted on. •t~·l'm
providing jobs and services for aU students cai1d I don't think l should be
aiscriminated againstfo.. thatreason. ··. . • . · ...· . . . . . .. .
ut•m not paid by ASUNM," he continued, upac makes its own money
"and susfainsitself& I'm paid' from that money.u
-
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he will not reappoint current chair
Sieve Schroeder.
He also has not chosen a person
to head the ASUNM Lobby Committee. but wiJI ask Sen11te to ap. prove two appointees, Phil Gursky
and Anthony ApodacQ, as mem·
bers.
'
Wilson wHI address the Senate at
. its 2 p.m.. m.. ee.ting tod.. ay .o.n a
number of issues of importance to
his administration.
Foremost among .them wiU be
his plans for a statewide 11tudent
lobby ~ommittee and his goals. for
""student government in ies dealings
with the administration and tile
UNM Regents.·
.
ASUNM Pres.·elect Alan Wilson
·~t would like to see Senate up ..
point .its representative to the ing president at Eastern, who said The meetings will focus on ground·
ASUNM Lobby Committee right she would like to work: on such an work for the (!onvention, so that
during the actual convention, we
away," Wilson said yesterday, ''I effort."
have already met with Bill Weeks
Anothcr.,:oncern of Wilson's ad .. can all conccJltratc on the issues."
(UNM's Santa Fe lobbyist) and he dress to Senate will be this sumWilson also said he will ask Seseemed confident .that we could mer's ASUNM Constitutional nate to appoint one of its mcmbe.rs
work with him on developing a Convention. He intend~ to ask Sc- as a liason with city and county
coordinatcd lobby effort next nate to appoint two of its members governments here.
year:•
to an interim committ«le to work
He said he has had contact with
He said his goal of establishing a with him on preliminaries for the Chy Councillor Jack Kolbcrt who,
statewide student lobby seems convention.
in a letter, expressed hope student
. closer now than during the elec..1 want the convention to reflect government could work tnore
tion.
' .
.
a minimum of input from student closely with the city in making
"I have heard student govern- government itself, but a maximum student conccns known.
men~ officials at Nf}W ~exico~tate ...of input from the St!Jdcnts Un bow
The letter read in part; "the
.,~re~t.d.ld~ ·.fa~otl.lbly\. about <4-thc '_.\¥~~should qe serv•,ns them~" he t~Uit of student' apathy is that the
1dea of a statewadc ~tudent Jobby.'~ saad,
non·student. (tutd even antihe said. "I also have received a . "All meetings conducted by the student) pressure groups sometimes
letter from Kathy.Southard, outgo- interim committee will be ·Open. get their messages to prevail/'

By Diane Ros1
Those items compose Ol)ly 2 to 3 about .IS per cent which includes
Budget problems in the College per cent of the college's budget. 98 salaries for the new facult}' memof Arts and Sciences may cause the per cent of the budget is devoted to bers. A and S faculty salaries will
Journal
of
Anthropological mstruction. The Arts and Sciences increase by approximately eight
Research to stop publication at the budget for next year is close to ten per cent with money in reserve for
end of this semester. Dean Natha~ million dollars, an increase or adjusting inequities in salaries.
niel Wollman said Monday.
"'We're seriou,sly considering the
elimination of the Journal?'
Wollman said.
The internationally recognized
publication is presently edit~d by
Dr. Harry W. Ba~ehart, cha1tman
of the anthropology department.
"The editor has been subsidizing
the Journal with his own contribu~ ·
tion of his time;" Wollman said.
Becau.se Basehart is retiring, a new
editor would have to be hired.
1h~ Journal earns about $20,000
a year and the coUegc contributes
$4000 to its budget. Increased
publication costs and hiring an
editor would push the coHege's
contribution to about $25,000..
. beyond the means of this ye11r's
tight bl!dget. . ·. . . ... . .. . .-'
. ."Corui~~ing pu.blication- of the Journal wdl requ~re more money
unless some alternate scheme could
~e devisedt. B.a~ehart said, sugges~- .
ang the poss•bdaty of a new faculty
member who would also :tssume
the editorship as part ofhis d~ties.
"But there are so many varaables,
it's ... hard to make . any decent .
Prediftionsi' . .
• .. . . .· .. · .
Other ·non•rnstruchonal budget
items such .· as the.. Maxw~ll of
Museum of Anthropology. the
New Me~ico Historic~! Review, the
·Institute of Meteoritics, and the
Latht·Amerlcan ·center were
Special Supplement on the condition of the aged in New Mexico.
budgeted at last year's levels.
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Anthio. ·Publication
Threatened
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·only ·Handful---.... --- ... ""-.... ----·-Of Americans
left in 'Nam
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U.S. Dream Fades
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. NEW YORK-A new survey indicated a majority of Americans
s,till believe in the work ethic but many families may be losing faith in
the American dream,
The report on the American family and money siJo.wed t.he ideal of
working to own your own home, to se11d the kids to college and to
provide a nest egg for retirement had been displnced by the idea tiJat
the government should see to it that everyone has a good job and a
decent Stnndard of Jiving. . ·
·
In meeting the current economic strain and facing an uncertain
·future the family is "Showing llel!ibility, sturdiness and vitality."
"The protestant ethic" and "working wives" are twin forces
· keeping many families afloat financially despite the faltering eco.
noniy. "The protestant ethic continues ·to dominate the value
structure of the American family,'' the report said.
"Fifty-sill per cent ofaU Americans are strongly committed to such
tradilional beliefs as 'duty before pleasure,' 'H11rd work pays off,'
Religion and 'Saving even if it means sacrificing.'"

Ba/Jy Trade Grows
WASHINGTON-California Attorney David Leavitt said Tuesday
that black market baby trade has mushroomed in states that do not
allow "healthy competition" between independent placement and
private adoption agencies.
•
. Leavitt, of Beverly Hil_ls, !N~o ~as privately arranged 800 adoptions
1n the past 16 years, sa1d Jt 1s Important that racketeers and baby
sellers be "put out of business."
_
·
But he told a senate subcommittee investigating black market baby
sales that l~gisl~tion giving adoption agencies a "monopoly" in child
placement 1s not the answer.
"The baby buyers are all in states that do not permit a healthy
competition between agencies and the independent system,'' -Leavitt
said.
·

Se/#. Against Viet- /nflfiX
.
''

COLUMBUS, Ohio-'Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., said Toes·
day he is opposed to large numbers of Vietnamese, including orphans
and children, being brought to the Uniled States.
"I'm opposed to _large numbers of Vietnamese" coming," said
McGovern. "Not only because I think it is not in our interests. I don't'
think it is in their interest. I think the Vietnamese are better off in
Vietnam, including the orphans and the babies.
·
· ''I was opposed to this airlift," he said. "The Vietnamese have a
strong trad1t1on of taking care of their children. Where the mothers
and fathers are not there to do it, other members of the family
welcome that opportunity. I think they were offended... by that
airlift."

Ryder
· Midnight Special
YQU

get:

1 dolly, 12 pads, 50 miles
5pm-Bam Monday thru Friday
8am-4pm Sunday
4pm·Bam Sunday

J

.

Time is short make your
Christmas Flight Reservations
NOW !!International & Domestic. t\

•

THUNDERBIRD TRAVEL

The Americans were ordered out
by new President Doung Van Minh
to meet on.e of the communists'
major conditions for peace talks ~
an end to tile U.s. presence. Politi·
cal sources said the communists
and the Saigon government had
agreed in principle to caJI. a ceasefire,

But two IJours later, government
officials in Washington said some
30 Marine guards were still in the
U.S. Embassy and that helicopters
were flying in to lift them out.

II

Happiness is what we sell

Albuquerque I

505-843-7310
"We will fulfill all of
your travel needs"
Air, Steamship, Bus Tours
USA, Hawaii, Europe

255·1613
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I
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UPI correspondent Leon Daniel, . 0
among the handful of American
newsmen still in Saigon, reported n
that helicopters were landing again
at the Embassy at dawn Wednes•
day and that small arms fire erupted near the center of the city.
There were. no.•immediate re'ports · .·
of casu allies.
-
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WorldWide
Travel Agency

(505) 88!.0240

REPUBLIC SQUARE
SUITES
MONTGOMERY NE
N.M.87109
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"TAKE ADVANTAGE OF US"
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It's not easy to
describe Worldtrek. Because there
isn't just one Worldtrek. There are
over 25 of them. And each one is
completely unique.
· _For example, a Worldtrek
could be 2 weeks trekking the
fjords of Scandinavia or 12 weeks
on a trans-Mrican expedition. It
could be sailing a yacht around the
Greek Islands or riding a horse
-across the Spanish Sierras.
In other words, Worldtreks
are not your run-of-the-mill
vacations. They're adventures.
Adventures you've probably
only dreamed a~out.

And don;t worry about coming on your own. Or the fact that
you've never slept in a tent before.
Because most Worldtrekkers are
in the same position. And your
Trek leader is well-trained, expe:
rienced and resourceful. He'll .
show you all the ropes. PI~s he'll
make sure everything ruris
smoothly.
By now, we hope you have
a better idea about what it takes
to take a Worldtrek. In fact, if ·
you've ventured this far you're
probably the type we're looking for.
So give us a call. We'll be·
happy to send you our TWA Worldtrek brochure and answer any
' DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?
questions you might have. _
.
. 1b be quite honest,. most of
For those of you who don't
the pe<)ple who join our expeditions have what it. takes, have a nice
are in their 20's.
time in Miami.
But don't despair. Because
while we generally don't take any,,
one under 17 or over40, it's your
·attitude to life rather than your
Call your Travel ·Agent.
age that counts.

FOUR SEASONS
'TRAVEL
127 A .Jefferson NE

Daniel said still more Vietna·
mese were _waiting on roortor,s
around Saigon, apparently shll
hoping helicopters would come to
evacuate themhfrom the country,

Complete Travel Center
~

266-7744

~--.

Suppa..t Lalla
Rdv·• ..ti•• ..•

JEANS
CORDUROY
JEAN
BELLS
Tan, Navy
Sand, Grey
Brown, Green
Burgundy, Black

•''

"'''

'
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~wwltlda•sek . ·

VESTS

Brown. Tan, Navy

lobo
.
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The Sweet surprise,"' a bouquet of colorful
flowers. Or sweet Surpriseli, green plants
with floral accents. Each in an imported
. ceramic keepsake. Your FTD Florist
will send almost anywhere, and most
accept major credit cards. Order now.
1175 Florlal•' Tr1naworld DIIIVory.

~

'11

~-

•As an independent
businessman, each
FTD Member Florist
sets his own prices.

. @
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SOME PEOPLE ,DON'T HAVE WHAT IT TAKES
TO TAKE AWORLDTREK.
. OTHERS HAVE WHAT IT TAKES AND
DON'T KNOW Irr
AND A FEW DON'T EVEN KNOW WHAT
AWORLDTREK IS.

229 Fifth Street, NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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WHERE IN THE WORLD
WOULD YOU LIKE TO GO?

104 I firSt Nalional Bank Building E"ast.

CONTINENTAL
TRAILWAYS TOURS

WEDO

$15oo·

.

IIVD.R

S~lte

Southwestern Lif'e

••• a little extra credit
.for being at the top of her class. ..

RENTAL

·~~·::

Atkins
has plans for
your happiness~

505--765·1111

. . . . . TRUI:K
HVIIEH

265-5961

Bert

,_2f3p 2nd St.. N.W.

-R-~--

'

'

Usually available
for less than

FREE -

Let us help plan your
VClcation travel Ask about
our specli!l packages.
Airlines
Steamships
Air/Sea Cruises
Individual, Group or Fam!ly tickets
Hotels, Tours & Travel Insurance

!! LAST CALL II

Left beiJind were a handful of
Americans, including newsmen,_
wiJo decided to stay.

President Ford announced in
Washington siJortly after 5 p.m.
EDT that Marine helicopters had
· flown out all Americans ~ about
900 ~ who wanted to leave and
that the evacuation IJad been com·
pleted successfully, "closing a
chapter" on U ,S, involvement in
lndociJina.

I

;.1

SendtheFTD
Sweet Surprise
this Mother's Day...

Moving?
With an 18 ft~ truck

SAlOON (UPI) ~ The United
States pulled out of Vietnam Tues.
day and left it up to the Vietna·
mese to fi~d pea~e, U.S. helicopters swept mto Sa1gon early Wed·
nesday and retrieved a group of 30
Marines among the few Americans
remaining in the city.
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SHOP
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"('all Vour t:XTIIA TOUCH'" Florist''
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21 20 Central SE
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3412 Central Ave. SE

• "ASK US, WE'VE BEEN THERE"
~·
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E:x.,iAESS•I

REPRESENTATIVE

~

A• .
thunderb .~rd. ,. ~::. --•
travel agency---- 1 "
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255-5558.
_AME~IC.AN
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For information on
these TWA programs.

~
. 41/l

/Universal
Truvel Service

CALL
266-5646

'rttur•\\=•rlt:
Trilvel, In£.
Bottom Lobby Xerox Bldg.
at 2201 S11n Pedro NE

For All Your Travel Needs.·

255-8665 .
2906 Central Ave. SE
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Perspective

Editorials
Opinions

"i

·~

Today is the first mel)ting and swea'ring-in of .the new ASUNM
~ SenatE),
·
!!:
The. previous Senate and other student government officials,
:£ left the1r mark on student politic!; wi.th investigations, an impeach.; ment and an apparent continual battle between government
branches.
·
Every senator and most members of .the ASUNM Student
Government expressed their opinions on each controversial issue
and subsequently chose what side of that issue he or she would
defend.
·
·
Now the new Senate is settling in to handle the two recurring
issues which are constantly put before them.
Those issues arl;l the handling of the student monies and
perhaps most important, representing the student body in internal
and external issues.
To those &Einators who are new to the student government we
advisl'!, "Remember your campaign promises,"
Ideally, we would like to see all the promisee; fulfilled but
realistically we would se.ttle for a fair percentage,
To those senators returning to the Senate, we advise you to
forget the internal or personality conflicts of the previous semester
and perhaps most of all, "Try not to campaign for higher office
until at least the spring of next year."
·
To a large majority of the student body, it will be a waiting
period to decide whether this next senate session will eliminate the
label of circus or if that next session will make the label official by
.
holding its meetings in a tent on the Mall. '
We must also address O!Jrselves to the new ASUNM president.
To Mr. Wilson, we say that your office should be just as
responsive to the student body as each individual senator.
Often times the executive office has become a pitstop between
classes or conferences. If a major decision is to be made someone
must be there. This also applies to any resp6nsibility which must
be assumed.
If . ~ny is disgruntle~ reactions must come flying in, the
executlve·should be the f1rst one to catch it.
This university is preparing Jo undergo several major internal
changes and it is up to the student goverriment, to insure that
student input is not out.
·
.
As the focus for the input, we .believe the student government
should be the focus for compliments and most importantly the
focus for direct criticism.
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One Answer to the Book Problem
book" bins adjacent to their
Editor:
One answer to the stored , subject areas in the stacks.
book problem is simply based
'2) For the next six or eiglit
on the concept that you process
weeks, the library puts an extra
data not objects. The steps
checkout clerk on thq front desk
should not offer too much of a
so that, when a' student has
problem.
selected a book from the "new
1) The volunteers suggested · book': bin, the checkout clerk
by the LOBO, uncrate the can take down the necessary
books, make .a·simple inventpry
information for pro~essing. The
list of what· they have unpabook is checked out under title
cked, ·paste date-due labels in
and author and the information
them and put them in "new
slip goes into the backroom

Smith Re-evaluation
Clarification
·

The 'name of Professor Janet Roebuck was inadvertently
left off as the author of yesterday's opinion entitled Smith's:

Case,

Prof!lssor Roebuck requested that her name be on· the
opinion and that it be clarified that she did write the article.

Editorial Board

Onshined editorials re(ll'l!S(!tlt _a n1_ajot·
ity ppinion of the Daily. Lobo Staff.
AU other
·
·
and letters
!he au thor
represent ·
. and do
nccessarU:Y ·:rCOcet the Victvs

Editor:
The priorities of the History department in deciding to replace
Dr~ Brooke Smith need careful re-evaluation. The issue, for most
students, is not medieval history, but the qualification of or: Smith
as a professor.
The extensive research and the high caliber of her classes in the
field of women's history are much respected by both men and
women who have shown interest in this important but much
neglected part of history.
.
·
Dr. Smith h!'ls displayed sensitivity a11d interest with her
students, qualities too often unseen in professors at this University. Her students have voiced their approval of her work in the
course evaluations for her classes. It is about time the History
department stopped playing its petty games and got down to its
real business, that of educating the students.
Terry J. Dalke

Editor-in".Chief Managing .Editor · New~ Editor Arts & Media Sports Editor
Orlando R. Medina

Michael O'Connor:

Features Editor Photo Editor
Miguel Gandet:t

Jon Bc»wman

· Terry England .

·copy Editors
Susan Walton &

Sparber .

Harold 'smith.

Business Manager
tlarry

pman

where the paperwork, search,
etc. is down while it is in circuration.
3) A Call number is assigned
so that the necessary cards and
sticker can be made out. Index
cards can go right into the card
.catalogue while the code
stickers that will go. into the
book at a later date are kept ·
reserved for the volume's return.
4) The book comes back and
the appropriate stickers are
glued in place making it a fully
classified member of the stacks.
After the initial . rush, the
workload would pr.obably stablize at ten or twelve volumes a
day requiring this type processing. There would be a considerable amount of deadwood
left behind in the bins that can
be accounted for sooner or later
since. their ~orth is questionable. Some bOoks undergoing
processing may be lost or
stolen,. however a book packed .
away for the next three years
losing its immediacy is just as
removed from the academic
community as any misclassified
or ripped-off.
If the 1heft rate is as large as
the library indicates, I would
also suggest that the library
consider a "call" system similar
to that used by the New York
Public Library. The book does
not get into the· reader's hands
until it is checked out in his
name.
Browsing passes could be
used for the few students who
do riot know exactly what thliy
want. In this manner, the number of people entering aQd leaving the stacks would be
reduced by about 80 per cent
and easily controlled. .If the
situation has reached such .ex-.
tremes 'that $55,000 worth of
equipment is needed to control
it, there seems to be sufficient ·
'basis to justify the ''call'' and
"pass" system which I always
found to be very convenient. ·
·
Philip Havy .....,.

1:

.

AAU·P: .How· Can .UNM

New Senate

0

•

'

BE AMONG THE
FIRST WOMEN
TO JOIN

Serve State Ed.?

Profe~sor
Russell Goodman, the University to establish better
president of the lJN M chapter of rapport with .the stare legislature by
American Association of Univer- getting people to represent UN M
sity Professors (AAUP), yesterday who will "sell the positive points."
said th:e group will "push for a
ln the area of continuing educastate-wide survey that will show tion, F. Chris Garcia, political sci, just exactly .how the University can ence professor and chatrman of the
~est serve the educational needs of
committee on continuing education
the state."
(CCF.), said the group is trying to
His .statement came 11! the end of draw in constituencies from around
a general meeting of the AAUP the state. by offering the kind of
with members of the Albuquerque community educational services
Chamber His statement came at wanted.
Emilio Romero, a member of the
the end of a geneml meeting of the
AAUP with members of lhe Albu- committee, pointed out that the
querque Chamber of Commerce <:;CE has proposed the creation of a
Committee
on
Education, ctty cont}nutng educat1on center,
representatives of UNM and and that such a move would serve
teachers, from the city's high to provide education for those who
work downtown and relief to
schools.
A concensus was reached by UNM.
those attending that UN M is suf"Technological changes being
fering from a lack of funds and that what they are," lie said, "too many
it may be due to poor relations the people are being left out. We have
school has with the rest of the state, to take the eltucational opportuniAlso discussed was a way in which ties to• them, Businesses are relucUNM can better serve tlie commu- tant to give their employers the
nity through continuing .education time to take the courses because of
programs.
·
the time factor involved, We have
Sociology Prof, Dodd Bogart to take the courses to them and
suggested that "When .you start offer classes during the lunch hour
starving the system (UNM) the· and after work."
people within it begin fighting, and
Romero also noted there would
they lose sight of what might be the be no problem staffing a center to
where it would be a financial burunderlying problems."
He said the University did not den to UNM because "there are
Jearn from the Love-Lust Con- many qualified people in the comtroversy. "There are people," Bo- munity who are anx•ous to get their
•
gart noted, "who still have malic- fingers back into academia."
When discussion arose as to the
ious feelings toward the state
because of .something that hap· • need to· redefine the Un'iversity,
pened a long time ago. Their life- Romero said the notion was "bullstyles are threatened by what they shit & our mission is to be responsive to the community we are suphave heard about UN M ."
·
Bogart. expresse'd a concern for ·posed to serve."
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solve the problems of sex crimes,
Martin said.
The Bernalillo County Medical
Center. examines victims of sex
crimes free (up to $50). In the past
victims had to pay. The Albuquerque Police Department has a
special section which handles .sex
offenses.
Martin said the next . step . i~
educating the public. Attitudes
must be changed.

.I

CRYSTAL LEIF
PRESENTS

CAPTAIN
This Mother's Day send 11 Sweet
Surprise. A charming boUquet of
r.olotlu/ Bowers. Or the Sweet
Surprise II, a plllllted garden with
Ro-wer accents. &chis in t1 hsnd·
painted keepsake inspired by tradltio.nal~
c. 0/·o·ru.'sJ
btfk.e.iva.
re• .
We 71 send
it illmost
anywhere by wire the FTD
way. CiJIJ or visit todsy.
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All Qualified . "',...
Senior Men and .o.......""
·Women May
Apply

Call243·1313 •

Box 20, University :P.o., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277-4202
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Your Summer Job?.
• Jolis Still available
Back East For $1100/mo
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Rape, Law .'In Step'
The rape bill, signed into law by
the New Mexico Legislatlli'e last
month will be one step in solving
the problem of sex crimes when it
goes into effect June 20.
"We tried to make the law in
.step with present and future conditio,9s," said Robert Martin, an ass!·
stailt district attorney for the city.
Martin, who helped d·raft the bill
said the new laws would make it •
"less difficult" for prosecution, but
not particularly "easy"
·
He said the problem .is a com•
plex one.
"We tried to cover more
situations not covered in the past.
The ill has done that, but ,!fs onl)
. one aspect of the problem."
.
Peopie play a big part in helping
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The Big. River Boys
sat., May 3
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The Lost ASUNM Coffee house Presentation
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. FRIDAY, MAY 23,1975
8=00 P.M. • JOHNSON GYM
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TICKETS: SUB BOX OFFICE•GOLD. STREET•ALL RAM'S
NATURAL SOUND II•CANDYMAN-SANTA FE.
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Today's Fiesta Schedule: 1-3 Frank Chiweewee; 3·4 Ballet Fofklorico; 4·5 Mariachi Gala,' 5-7 Medusa;
1·9:30 Brown Sugar; and 9 to midnight open (Los Chavoz). Also a flea market on the upper malt, art show
in the SUB and mariachis In Casa del Sol.

drug ab!,lse education next month.
The two-week seminar, which
begins May S, will be attended by
about 25 high-level administrators
from the ministries of education
und health of Mexico ancl several
Central and South American countries.
The Washington-based seminl!r
coordinator is Candace Cowan, 11
UNM graduate who is now chief of
the International Affairs Office of
the Executive Office of the President.
Prof. Ambrosio Ortega, director
ofUNM's Latin American Projects
in Education, said the goal of the
seminar is ~o help the countr(es
represented mcorporate more modern types of drug abuse education
into the if school curricula.
"The people who will attend the
seminar are ones who have·· the
authority and influence necessary
to institute program changes in
their country's drug abuse education," 0 nega said.
The seminar's opening reception

J

A PROBLEM IN ANY LANGUAGE
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!

will be May 5 from 7c9 p.m. in the
New Mexico Unio'n Desert Room
6n campus. Among those· sene·
duled to be prc:sent for short
Spa.nish-languagc a. ddresses. are
New Mexico Atty. Gen Toney
Anaya, UNM President Ferrel
Heady, UNM Education College
Dean David Darling and Albuquerque wmayor Harry Kinney.
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Growing Old
In NeW Mexico
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FIAT DEMOS
as low as $2644

Friends of Libraries to Meet
By l>ane Lindenmuth
The Friends of the UNM Libra·
ries will be holding their annual
meeting Friday evening May 9,
I97S, at the Four Seasons Motor
Hotel. lt ,Is open to the public.
The Friends of the Libraries are
currently completing their ninth
year and will begin their tenth year
of support in July. Membership as
Jan. 1975 wasat810.
The Friends are made up . of
alumni and other interested individuals who are interested in books
and want·to see the UNM libraries
grow in stature and strength. Statistics show that in the last year they
increased the size of the collections
by 6.S per cent. In the same period,
demands upon the libraries rose 17
percent.
EKecutive Director of the organi·
zation, William Weinrod, said,
"The Friends were formed to assis~
the libraries in purchasing books
that could not easily be purchased
through the available library

budget, These would include
unusual, rare, or out of print books
or collections."
Weinrod indicated that the focus
of the organization was changing.
"We think,'' he said, "that the
Friends ought to help the libraries
in a broader way, for instance
public relations. We want to point
out to the public and state govern·
ment .the importance. of the libra- ,
rles and the need for 'adequate
funding."
The Friends are engaged in solicitin~ and encouraging donat!ons,
makmg· people aware of the hbra·
ries, and collecting leads on interesting books or collections. .
Membership in the group is open
to all on either of two bases: an·
nual membership is obtained
throu~h a gift of at least ten dollars,
and hfe membership is available
either through a gift of $200 or

·~~;•s a
•

.more or through some outstanding
service to the libraries, Members
receive a library card and, upon
request, are ~iven full access to the
University Libraries, subject to ap·
proved regulations.
.

staff who assist the library in acquiring collections. They sponsor
the student book contest and the
Library Lecture Series where outstanding faculty members are invited to lecture.

The Friends sponsor a number
of specific programs on the campus
to further the cause of the libraries.
In addition to contributing money
and materials, they assist in setting
up honorary programs of library
consultants, retired faculty and

TRUE AMERICAN~
PLANT SHOP
NEXT DOOR TO DELl-CITY

3004 Central SE

learner of Dartmouth & Central)

The New Mexico ECKANKAR Satsang presents
a seminar: "Journey to the Far Country."
May 3rd, 10 am to 9 pm
Moy 4, 9 am to 12 noon
La Fonda Hotel. Santa Fe
Free Introductory lecture
May 2, 7:30 pm
In English and Spanish
Eckankar. POB 3100, Menlo Park. CA 94025
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·We

'11118 Motlter'8 DtJJi send" Sweet
Surprise. A charming bouquet of
volorlul Dowet8. Or the Sweet
. Surprise II, 11 pliHited garden with
Dower accent8. Each is in a hiHid·
pllinltld keepsake inspired by
tiona!, co!onJIJJ bllkewllre•.
We71 send it lllmost aeywhere by wire the FTD
way. CIJJI or visit today.

HOUSE PLJA.NT SALE

No brag ....just fact.
We make a better sandal
than anyone.
.In fac:t, we make
sandals better than
anything else
we make.
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THE HI·FI
'WIZARD
TALKS Y. U
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"If you don't die young, youare liable to get old;
andif you're going to get old, you had better think
about what's going to happen to you." ~
-a witness before the U.S.
Senate Special Committee

·On Aging;
In most Hi-Fi shops you have
to be a wizard just to under·
stand the language. Micro·
volts! Distortion! Dispersion!
If you're really into audio .
systems and converse in these
terms you;ll be abl~ to get
just what you're after at
Johnny's TV and Stereo. If
your not the Wizards make
a special effort to talk your
language. We feel like .it's no
crime not to know everything
there is to know about a field
. as technical as the modern
audio system. It is a crime
though to have )'OU lay out
your cash on a system that
doesnlt fit your needs . . .
or your desires. So, if you're
a pro come on in • . • or if
you'rejust getting started we'
II try to give you the benefits
of our experience .. , without
giving you a snow job. And
most important •.. at Johnny's TV we'll listen to you
. . • and we'll let you make
the decisions.
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A PROBLEM IN ANY LANGUAGE

UNM will.~ost the country's first will be May 5 from 7-9 p.m. in the
all Spanish-language seminar .on New Mexico Union Desert Room
drug abuse education next rnonth.
on campus. Among those · scheThe two-week seminar, which duled to he present for short
begins May S, will be attended by Span ish-language addresses are•
about 25 high-level administr<1tors New Mexico Atty. Gen Toney
from the ministries of education Anaxa. UNM President Ferrel
;md health of Mexico and several Heady, UNM ·Education College
Central and South American coun- Dean David Darling and Albutries.
querque wmayor Harry Kinney.
The Washington-based seminar
coordinator is Candace Cowan, a
UNM graduate who is now chief of
SPECIAL
the International Affairs Office of
the Executive Office of the )>resiSAVINGS
dent.
Prof. Ambrosio Ortega, director
~t:.
of UN M's Latin American Projects
in Education, said the goal of the
seminar is to help the countries
represented incorporate more rn·odern types of drug abuse education
into their school curricula,
"The people who will attend the
seminar are ones who have 'the
authority 11nd innuence necessary
to institute program changes in
FIAT DEMOS
their country's drug abuse education," Orte.\la said.
as low as $2644
The scm mar's opening reception
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Grovving Old
In NeW Mexico
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Today's Fiesta SChedule: 1-3 Frank Chlweewee,- 3·4 Ballet Folklorico,- 4-5 Mariachi Gala; 5·7 Medusa:
7·9:30 Brown Sugar: and 9 to midnight open (Los Chavoz). Also a flea market on the upper mall, art show
In the SUB and mariachis in Casa de{ Sol.
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Friends of Libraries to Meet

By Dane Lindenmuth
The Friends of the UNM Libraries will be holding their annual
meeting Friday evening May 9,
1915, at the Four Seasons Motor
Hotel, It .is open to the public.
The Friends of the Libraries are
currently completing their ninth
year and will begin their tenth year
of support in July. Membership as
Jan. 1975 was at 810.
The Friends are made up of
alumni and other interested individuals who are interested in books
and want·to see the UNM libraries
grow in stature ~~nd strength. Sttlli•
sties show that in the last year they
increased the size of the collections
by 6.5 per cent. In the sarne period,
demands upon the libraries rose 17
percent.
Executive Director of the organi·
zation, William Weinrod, said,
"The Friends were formed to assis~
the libraries in purchasing books
that could not easily be purchased
through the available library

budget. These would include
unusual, rare. or out of print books
or collections."
Wcinrod indicated that the focus
of the organization was changing.
"We think," he said, "that the
Friends ought to help the libraries
in a broader way, for instance
public relations. We want to point
out to the public and state government the importance of the libra·
rics and the need for ·adequate '
funding."
The Friends arc engaged in soli·
citin~ and encouraging donations,
makmg· people aware of the libraries, and collecting leads on interesting books or collections. .
Membership in the group is open
to all on either of two bases: annual membership is obtained
thtouJ?h a gift of at least ten dollars,
and hfe membership is available
either through a girt of $200 or

.more or through some outstanding
service to the libraries. Members
receive a .library card and, upon
request, are !;liven full access to the
University L•braries, subject to ap·
proved regulations,
..

staff who assist the library in acquiring collections. They sponsor
the student book contest and the
Libra"ry Lecture Series where outstanding faculty members are invited to lecture.

The Friends sponsor a number
of specific programs on the campus
to further the cause of the libraries.
In addition to contributing money
and materials, they .assist in setting
up honorary programs of library
consultants, retired faculty and

TRUE AMERICAN-PLANT SHOP
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This Mother'tl Day send 11 S"""'t
Surprise. A chtu"ming bouquet ol
cOlorful Bower~. Or the Sweet
Surpri•e II, 11 J>l11nted garden With
Bower accento. &chis in a hand·
painted keepsake inspired by tradi·
tioiuil, co/oniill. bake ware.
We1/ send ilalmosi.IJ/Uf·
where by Wire the FTD
way. Ci!ll or vltlit today.

3004 Central SE

(corner of Dartmouth & Central)

May 3rd, 10 am to 9 pm
May 4, 9 am to 12 noon
La Fonda Hotel, Santa Fe

IN IZARD
TALKS Y. U
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No brag ....just fact.
We make a better sandal
than anyone.
In fact, we make
sandals better than
anything else
we make.
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"If you don't die young, you are /iabltl to get old;
and if you're going to get old, you had better think

about what's going to happen to you."
-a witness before the U.S.
Senate Speciill Committee
On Aging.·

In most Hi-Fi shops you have
to be a wizard just to understand the language. Micro·
volts! Distortion! Dispersion!
If you're really into audio .
systems and converse in these
terms you'll be abl~ to get
just what you're after at
Johnny's TV and Stereo. If
your not the Wizards make
a special effort to talk your
language. We feel like it's no
crime not to know everything
there is to know about a field
as technical as the modern
audio system. It is a crime
though to have )'OU lay out
your cash on a system ·that
doesn't fit your needs •••
or your desires. So, if you're
a pro come on in • . • or if
you're just getting started we'
II try to give you the benefits
of our experience •.• without
giving you a snow job. And
most important .•• at Johnny's TV we'll listen to you
.. , • and we'll Jet you make
the decisions.
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Free Introductory Lecture
May 2. 7:30 pm
In English and Spanish
Eckankar. POB 3100, Menlo Park, CA 94025
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NEXT DOOR TO DELl-CITY

The New Mexico ECKANKAR Satsang presents
a seminar: "Journey to the Far Country."
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"If you don't die young, you're liable to get old;
and if you're going to get old, you'd better think
about what's going to happen t~ you."
On the theory that tho:se words,. spoken by a witness before a U.S. Senate Special Committee on
Aging, are universally true, a team of U.N.M. repor-ting and photography students set out to determine
what happens when you get old in New Mexico.
The New Mexico Daily LOBO brings you this
report through cooperation of the New Mexico Commission on Aging.- The Editor
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ByJOHNTULL
"Old people aren't being discriminated against,
they're being ignored!"
These were the words of Dr. Grace Olivarez, Director
of the State Planning Office and former head of the In·
stitute for Social Research and Development at the
University of New Mexico (ISRAD), in the closing
speech at a Commission on the Aging Symposium in
Albuquerque in February 1974.
· '
An example illustrating Dr. Olivuez' statement was
discovered in Albuquerque a few months earlier. The
case involved three elderly women living in a boarding
bouse who bad not seen the sunlight in three years. One
woman was confined to a wheel chair, the other two
could not walk up the stairs leading out of their win·
dowless room.
·
·
Another example of the neglect of old people and their
living conditions ended in tragedy recently. An elderly
couple living in a mobile home with unsafe electrical
wiring burned to death recently in a fire which
destroyed the structure.
One of the goals of the symposium was to promote
discussion of the needs of the aging in New Mexico as
well as the dimensions of the social problem they
represent.
In 1970 for example the number of people w.ho were 60
or older in New Mexico was 105,158- about 10.7 per
cent of the total population of 1,016,000. By 1975 the
nulilbt!'t had neared 119,000, according to K Rose Wood,
director, State Commission on Aging.
The New Mexico Commission on Aging conducted 86
"forums" throughout the state in 1971 involving over
4,500 older residents to determine the principal
problems confronting New Mexico's aged. The list, in order of priority, as seen by the senior citizens themselves
was was:.

i

'

1. Income

.

2.
3.
· 4.
5.
6.

Health Care
Transportation
.
Housing .
· .·
Retirement and employmertt
Reerea tiort
'
7; Education
8. Nutrition
9. Spiritual well·being

Low income and lack of health care are at the head of
the list because many senior citizens simply cannot afford the high costs tb'at they face if a major sickness
strikes.
" ,.
Barbara. Menzie, the Director of t~e Metropolitan
Area Agency on'Aging in Albuquerque, estim~tes that
good
no more than 25 per cel)t.Qf.tll!!..l1J.4~riY.~~/,',Il,ge!!\ng
.

.

organizations help the elderly citizen in developing bob·
medical care and the other 75 per cent don't have the
hies as well as providing many social activ~ties like danmoney to pay for it."
cing, parties, lectures, planned travel, etc.
·rn theory Medicare and Medicaid solve the problem of
Legal aid for the aged is yet another of the needs that
high medical costs for the aged, but Menzie says ofthis:
was identified in the New Mexico Commission on the
"Old people are still paying 40 per cent of their medical
costs, regardless of Medicare and Medicaid." Marty do " Aging study. Older people often need legal assistance in
areas like employment discrimination, wills and
not qualify for help from these government programs.
probates, unsatisfactory goods or services, Social
The next problem most elderly New Mexicans face is
Security,. deeds, leases, etc. But legal aid in these areas
low income. Old age assistance, Social Security benefits,
is expensive and many older people. don't have the
Federal Employes retirement funds, etc., all pay senior
money to get the help that they need. To help with this
citizens amounts that would have been enough to live on
problem organizations like the "Senior Citizens Law Of·
ten years ago; but with inflatiort these incomes place the
fice," that is located in Albuquerque, were formed. "We
older ones rece!ving,them far below 'the poverty level.
provide legal services for the elderly poor 60 years of
age and over" is 'the slogan used by the organization,
The third problem that the elderly person faces is lack
which is partially funded by the Metropolitan Area
of transportation. :Many of the aged can still drive, in
Agency on Aging.
fact in the Albuquerque area some 40 per cent of the
elderly have driv.ers licenses. But what about those who
don't have drivers licenses, or those who are han·
Education was another area that was classified as a
dicapped, or those who can't drive and who live in rural
major need .-or the elderly· in N~w Mexico. In
areas? For these elderly people transportation is a
Albuquerque for example, the education level of the
problem. Thus it is only through s_ucb organizations like
total population is 17,6 years of schooling. For , the
elderly population, as a separate group, the figure is four
the State's six Area Agencies on Aging, the New Mexico
Easter Seal Society transportation for the handicapped,
years of schooling. But through the. efforts of continuing
education programs, community colleges, etc., older
or the Health, Welfare, . and Social Services Department
that old·people receive any help in the area ofindividual people are now receiving educational benefits that they
transportation. In the area of public transportation only
didn't have before.
•
one system, Albuquerque Transit System helps the
Proper nutrition is another problem that many older
elderly citizen by giving discounts 9n bus fares.
people have. They are often sick and unable to cook for
Proper housing is the fourth problem that an elderly
themselves, or they are on a special diet so the problem
citizen .must deal witli. Many eldedy citizens live in
become!! that of obtaining and cooking proper food. This
houses that are 40, 50, 60 years old. Many have exposed
problem is being partiatly solved by meals-on-wheels
wiring, inadequate or no plumbing, etc •. Thus older
programs. Another problem arises 'when elderly people
people have more housing accidents than toddlers do: are able to prepare the pl'oper foods they need but they
New Mexico once ra.nked low in the United States in perdo not like to eat alone day after day, so they don't eat.
centage of senior citizens (less than five per cent in the
This problem is being met by the Nutrition·Program for
1960's, but almost ten per cent in 1974 and going up),but
the Elderly. In this program people who are just
it ranks close to the top in the percentage of senior
lonesome can get out and eat with other senior citizens
citizens who own their own homes. In Albuquerque for
at one of about 45 designated locations in seven coun~ies:
example, 75 per cent of the elderly population own their
own homes or are renting, 16 per cent are living with
Then.there is the problem of employment. Some of our
. relatives, three to four per cent are renting rooms and
older citizens· need the additional .money that a job
less than five per cent are in nursing homes or boarding provides; others want to do the only thing they have~
houses. This large percentage of home ownership in New
known or they won't be happy and that is work. Still
Mexico gives .our senior citizens more freedom and it
others just want to be occupied by being able to make
also gives them a charte~ to continue social contacts with
contributions in some chosen field: Thus, no matter what
neighbors and friends, as they havl'! always done.
the reason, job opportunities for older workers must be
developed, said Mrs. Wood.
Retirement roles and activities as well as spiritual
As you cart see getting old c-reates certain needs· for
well being are two other areas that an older person must
many New Mexicans and it is on these needs that the
. face. If an individual is retired from his/her job at age 65
followirtg material is focused. The following statement
then he/she must take on the role of a retired person and
by Barbar.a Menzie says a lot about the total picture for
find something else to do. To help adjust to their. new
the so-calle~ el~erly. She said'; "Older people should
role as a retired person and to provide activities for the
have an option hke everyone else on what they want to
ag.ed are over 100 senior citizens organizations and more
do. They should not be discriminated against because
than two dQzen Senior Centers in New Me.xico. These
they
are old."
.
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By DOLORES BUTLER
He is 73 .• bald and about five
feet, three inches taU. His
obesity disguises poor health and
malnutrition.
Elliot Franklin Jefferson, who
lives southeast of UNM ~am pus,
explained it is difficult to eat on
$46 a mQnth and follow a special
diabetic diet prescribed by his
doc-tor.
-He receives $141·a month from
Social Security. His rent is $98 a
month, utilities about $22; and,
he gets $46 of fQod stamps for
$11. Th<1t leaves him with about
$10 to spend on medicine (eon.
stantly necessary for his diabetic
condiUon) transportation and
clothes.
"I manage to have chicken
wings about twice a week now
that I get foQd stamps. Before, I'd
eat. just about anything.
Sometimes I have to boil chicken
bones and make soup because $46
don't go very tar," be said.
His oblong kitchen contains
every
cooking
utensil
imaginable, a twelve burner
stove, a double freezer, a
refrigerator, a large cutting
board table and a well polished
maple table with eight chairs
that sets in the middle of the
floor.
Jefferson, who was a
professional cook and comes from
a family line of cooks, explained
that his love of cooking was
responsible for his large kitchen.
He now liv~s in an old beige onebedroo!!l adobe bous~. ~e said be
-had a hard time finding a rent
house that could hold his kitchen
equipment that he acquired
before his retirement.
In contrast to the wealth of
equipment, the kitchen contained
little food. In his cupboard, there
was a can of tomato sauce, a bag
of black-eye beans, macaroni,
rice, potatoes, flour and a can of
baking soda, black pepper. a slab

of-salt bacon, some cheese, a few
onions and a celery stalk, The
fr(lezer contained. a 24 ounce
package of £ish sticks, two trays
of ice cubes and a package of
chicken wings.
He must manage to eat ten
days on th'at food S\lpply.
"People look at my si:;:e and
laugh, I ltnow · what they're
thinking, llut I'm always hungry.
Not from greed but true hunger
pains," be S'aid.
"I g(lt through eating the little
I have and get in bed early trying
to stop the hunger pains," Jef.
ferson said. There were tears in
his eyes,
"But I wake up to mol'e
hl!nger," he said. ''It's a steady
struggle everyday."
"My table things are for a king.
And, 'fore the food gets on my
table I know I'm going to enjoy a
lting's feast," be said.
His dinner table is set with the
best-Oneida sterling silver, fine
chinaw.are and crystal glassware.
He now has only two place set·
tings of a twelve place set. If he
decided to sell the place settings
he would get very little for them.
At a typical meal, he had a
small helping of pinto beans
sprinkled with oniorts and
covered with tomato sauce, two
slices of bread and ll cup of milk.
He did not get the three ounces
of meat, the vegetable or fruit his
doctor recommended. Instead he
continues getting a high-calorie,
high starch, low nutrient diet of
bread, rice, beans and potatoes
instead of his doctor's meal plan
of 1500 calories.
"The doctor gave me a special
diet for my condition but I can't
afford the types of food. I decided
to just stop going to that doctor,"
he said.
Jefferson said that he
sometimes doesn't have 20 cents
to go and shop for groceries even
if be gets his food stamps. In
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AlbUq\lilrque, the elderly ride
the bl!ses for 20 ~ents when they
present their Medicare cards.
"Sometimes I find myseU
dreaming about food," he said.
"That don't help.''
.
"When my wife was alive, and
we were young, I'd cook large
meals. and have the wholl.'. family
over, grandkids and everyone. It
was fun, but now food is scarce,"
he said.
"I remember on Thanksgi\(ings
and Easters, all the holidays, how
my family · would have a big
turkey dinner with all the fixin ', I
sat at home this Easter and had a
few .chicken wings."
"Oh,
I
. had.
some
strawberries-my favorite-but
I can't get that all the time.
About six times a year, that's
about all now," he 11aid.
''I wish I could do all that
cooking now, but I'm having a
hard enough time finding food to
eat," he said.
"How ·I wish I could get some
of that food I wasted in those
days. I'd probably not be half
starving now," he said.
Elliot Jefferson's situation is
not uncommon to the elderly in
New Mexico. It 1s estimated that
about 26 per cent of the elderly
do not receive proper nutrition.
A few local and federal
programs limited in scope-like
the Nutrition . Improvement
Program, Metropolitan Nutrition
Project, Meals on. Wheels, Senior
Traveling Meals Program and
food stamps-aid in improving
the diets of the elderly.
Of New :Mexico's 82 counties
only Dona Ana, Eddy, · San
Miguel, Santa Fe and Bernalillo
have food programs for the·
elderly.
But tonight, Elliot Jefferson
said be will again have to sit
down at his stately table and eat
another meal of tomato sauce and
beans.
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Senili~ty7

It Doesn't Start at 65

Just as parents wonder about the intentions of the
rnan who comes to date their daughter, adult children
The 65th birthd11y i~ not 11 turning point that takes
worry about the intentions of the man who comes to take
people from ·s11nity to senility,
their widowed or divprced mot.her out to dinner. This
Dr. Robert McCart!Jy, 11 psychologist 11t the. Bernalillo
re,ersal of roles causes pressure on parents. On one
County Menta.! Health and Mental R11t11rdation Center
hand, they feel the need for Jove and companionship, to
who works with the aged, said. fear of senility is a comcare and be cared for, and sexuality might still be an immon, but often unfounded, problem among the aged.
portant aspect of their life. On the other hand, they do
''People won't deterior11te !IS f11st as they think they· not want to hurt or be rejected by their children for ·not
will," he said.
.
behaving as their children expect aging parents to
behave.
Often what seems to be a loss of mental capacity i:>
really a physical problem, McCarthy said. For example,
Many of the stresses and strains between families who
care for an aged parent and the aged parent could be
11n aged woman might begin to burn her food frequently
or quit cooking. A family's response is to say, "Poor . avoided, McCarthy said, if families would seek help
grandma is getting senile." McCarthy pointed out that
when trouble starts. rather than waiting until the
situation becomes intolerable. Too many families are un·
the problem might really be that gran!lma can't see well
enough to cook any mo.-e.
willing to ask for professional help, he said.
"Put a thin coat of vaseline on the lense of a pair of
While families and. other outsiders play a role in the
glasses and t.-y to read the p.-int on the dials of an oven,"
mental
health problems of the aged, some· of the
he suggested.
·
,
problems
are generated by the older persons themYou can't. When you can't read the dials, you burn a
selves.
few me1ds and lose the incentive to cook, McCarthy said.
Discussing loneliness, McCarthy said that som!' of the
The' aged are prone to have this happen because they
elderly
are lonely because they don't try not to be.
lose the elasticity in their eyes which impairs their
"There
is a tendency to say 'I'm 65, I'm useless,"' he
vision. .
said.
"When
the aged tell themselves that, they may not
Besides dismissipg physical problems as senility,
continue
to
be
involved with others, so they are lonely."
families play other roles that affect the mental health of
Memory
loss
too can be credited to an attitude of
the older persons.
resignation.
Younger members of a family are usually quick to do
"I know my own memory is not good. That's why 1
small jobs for an aged parent out of respect or simply
carry
a notebook," McCarthy said, pointing out that an
because the day-to-day tasks like mopping the Iloor or
aged
person
can do the same. That means getting used to
dusting the furniture are easier for the younger person
doing
something
.he never did before and admitting that
to do. But good intentions do not always bring good
his
memory
is
not
as good as it used to be.
results.- The aged need some-physical activity because it
stimulates mental activity. McCarthy cited an example
When self-help is not the answer to an older person's
problem and professional help is needed, the mental
of an experim.ent where hospital patients were asked to
health picture is bleak.
do some arithmetic problems then did exercise before
doing similar problems. Fewer errors were made
The Department of Health, Education and Welfare .
following the exercise.
estimates that 14 per cent of the elderly in the country
When a widowed or divorced pareqt begins to go out
need mental health treatment and only about one per
with the opposite sex, family troubles often occur.
cent are receiving it. McCarthy said the same figures
By PA'l' DOB.ERTV

probably apply in New Mexic'o.Here and nationally. only
four to six per cent of the patients treated for mental
health problems are 65 or over. This stems from social
attitudes against seeking mental health treatment, fear
of having to go to a mental hospital, and a lack of
availability of mental health services for the elderly, McCarthy said.
Mental health treatment is not available, he said,
because most· professionals .in the mental health field
"tend not\to want to work with the elderly." For exampi!!, out of over 38,000 psychologists in the American
Psychqlogical Association, only. 300 to 400 lire in a
division concerned with the problems of the elderly and
most of those are involved with research rather than
treatment. The reason, McCarthy said, is that therapists
have difficulty treating patients whom they may lo()k
upon as mother or father figures.
An effort to make mental health c;1re more available in
Bernalillo county rlln into similar difficulties. Volunteers
were recruited to visit patients in various types of home
settings to talk over their problems, but the emotional
experience· ofvisiting the.elderly upset the volunteers so
much that the program fell apart.
"It just tore them up," McCarthy said.
Another factor that reduces the p!>ssibiity of getting
mental health treatment is the cost.
The government provides funds for research, out funds no clinical programs for the aged. Medicare will pay
for only one emergency visit by a psychiatrist on an out
patient basis though it does pay for hospitalization. A
psychologist is not eligible for Medicare payments
unless he is requested to do certain tests by a physician.
Basically, that means .few people's needs are covered.
Programs like the Bernalillo County Mental Health
and Retardation Center alleviate some of the financial
burden. Since they receive federal, state, county and
city funds, they chatge patients according to what they
can afford. But even when treatment is ec!Jnomically
possible, there is still a lack pf professionals to treat the
elderly.• McCarthy said that only two people at the center work specifically in geriatrics.

Th·e New Need: Nursi.ng ·Care at Home
sufficient to pay for the strictly professional care their
casionally goes into Sandoval and Valencia counties. The
patients need, but falls short of covering needs that are
VNS in Santa Fe goes to all parts of Santa Fe county and
When Muriel James started working as a visiting nurgoes outside of the' county from time to' time. Los ·on the periphey of medical needs. Skilled nursing care,
physical therapyand speech therapy are paid for by both
se 21 years ago, many of her hpme visits were to mothers
Alamos, a small county, is easily covered by the VNS
federal and state programs. When they are required, a
who had recently given birth, or to .tuberculosis patienthere. San Miguel county, on the other hand, is large and
patient is also eligible for occupational therapy and partts.
the VNS is too small to cover the whPle county. Helen
Those days are gone. Now she says between 65 and 75
O'Brien, president of the San Miguel County Health Cen·
time services of a home health aide.
percent of the visits made by Visiting Nurse Service Inc.
Medicare and Medicaid fall short, sai.d Judy Walden,
ter said that the VNS sees patients with long-term
of Albuquerque are to see patients 65 and over. Ms.
director of Hospital Home Health Care and president of
illnesses within a ten mile radius of Las Vegas. To cope
James, head of the VNS in Albuquerque, and others who
the State Association of Home·Health Care Agencies,
with long-term illnesses outside of that radius, they
care for the ill in their homes credit this to the changing
when an elderly patient no longer needs nursing care but
teach family members how to care for t.he patient
needs ofthe population.
.Cl)aves County Home Health Service, Inc. in Roswell is not yet healthy enough to bathe, prepare a meal,
Medical science has all but wiped out many diseases
faces the same problem as the VNS in Las Vegas. They
change bedding, etc. Since the patient no IPnger net!ds
that afflict the young, but it can't cure the chroniC'
can only do long-term care within 30 miles of Rosw~ll.
professional nursing care, he or she is not eligible to
diseases and strokes that especially afflict the elderly.
have an aide help him with those everyday problems
Dona Ana county has a home health agency in Las
Also, Ms . James pointed out that older patients have a
anymore. One nurse explained what that means:
Cruces. Associated Home Health Service , Inc. does both
greater need for nursing care at home because many old
One of her patients is a woman who suffered a stroke
long-term and shPrt-term care throughPut the county.
people are al!>ne.
Albuquerque has four home health care organizations. several months ago while working outside. She managed
"Young people have someone to take care of them· a
Besides the VNS, there is Hospital Home Health Care
to crawl into the house but has no phone so she couldn't
family or a spouse -old people often don't," she said.
call for help. After sev.eral days, a neighbor noticed tbat
which goes to homes within 40 miles of Albuquerque.
For an elderly person living alone, a visit from a nurse
The two remaining agencies are Homemakers/Upjohn
the woman had not been outside as usual and called a
from one of the home health agencies in New Mexico
and Medical Personnel Pool. They differ from the other
home health agency. Since then, the nurse has been
might be critical not only for the person's medical needs,
home health agencies in· the state in that they are
going to her home and takes her grocery shopping on the
but social needs. For example, a nurse frorn Hospital
privately owned, profit organizations. As such, they
days she visits her. Soon, she said, the woman won't
Home Health Care, a dept;rtment of St. Joseph and
were · previPusly ineligible for Medicare or Medicaid
qualify for home health care any longer under the
Presbyterian hospital, visits an elderly woman with · payment but b!>th organizations will soon be certified by
Medicare regulations.
chronic lung disease. With a quick check of her pulse and
Medicare and Medicaid. The other home health agencies
How will the wornan get her groceries'?
blood pressure and a few questions, the medical aspects • in the state all receive Medicare and Medicaid payment.
The nurse said she doesn't know.
of .one of her visits were taken care of, but the social
The horne health agencies employ registered nurses
.Despite such problems, those involved in home health
problems remain.
~
and licensed practical nurses. Sorne also have aides who
care expect to see it play a bigger role in health services
The wornati lives in a tiny one-room apartment heated
help with custodial care such as bathing patients. All of in New Mexico.
by a gas stove which she leaves on night and day during
the agencies in Albuquerque and some of the others in
Ann Cunningham of Hornemakers/Upjohn .said that
the winter. Since she is nearly blind, the wPman cannot
the state offer the services of physical .therapists, speech
they plan to open nine satellite branch offices in the state
see whether the pilot light is burning. That is a housing
therapists, and occupational therapists.
as soon as they receive certification from Medicare and
problem, but it is a medical problem if the pilot light goes
Like the VNS of Albuquerque, the other agencies
Medicaid. She said it has not been determined iii which
out while the gas is on.
.
'"report that rnost of their patients are 65 and over. The
counties they will be located. As of now, only s;x of the
The patient also complained that her landlady had
VNS in Santa F~ said that_ 430 of the 438 patients they
32 counties of New Mexico have horne care agencies.
raised the rent from $40 to $45 a month. That is a finansaw in 1974 were 65 or over. In ali 18 month period, nurWalden also expressed optimism about the growth of
cial problem, but it's medical when translated to mean·
ses frorn Chaves County Home Health Service saw 220 home health c;1re. She said the St. Joseph-Presbyterian
five dollars less for grPC:eries and medication every monpatients and only 18 were under 65. Lila Ann Embury
home care program .expects to. see twice as many patien~.
.
.
Associated Hom!l Health Services in Las Cruces said
ts during the present fiscal year as they did last year.
· ·Saying that she would see what she could do abPut the
that 96 percent of the patients they are presently During the last fiscal year, their first year in .operation,
woman's not-so-medical problems, the nurse.was ready
visiting are over 65.
they saw 736 patients, 516 of whPm where over 65. The
to leave. There was> just one more tli:ing: The wornan said
Just as the age of the patients seen by the different
VNS in Albuquerque has grown substantially in .recent
agencies is the sarne, so are their medical problems. Nur- years too. In 1973, nurses made a total pf 9,624 visits to
she received a bill frorn a doctor she did not remember
ses from the different agencies mentioned terminal can·
seeing. Could the nurse check on that for her? With no
an undetermined number of patients. In 1974,-they rnade
cer, chronic illnesses, strokes, post-operative care and
phone and no transportation, the patient could not check
13,504 visits.
.
.
fractures as frequent medical problems of their patients.
on it herself.
·
This growth, Walden said, is here to stay. She predicMost of the patients over 65 who ate seen by the home
New Mexico has ten home health agencies. There are
ted that as a· result of the growing numbl)r of older
health agencies are covered b,y Medicare and some are
Visiting Nurse Services in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Las
people, hospitals will be reserved for care of the acutely
also covered by Medicaid. Directors of. the different
Vegas and Los Alamos counties. The VNS in
ill and 24-hour-a·day home health care will be available
agencies agreed that for the most part, such cover-age is
to.others,
.(\lbuquerque serves an· of Bernalillo county and oe·
ByPATDOHERTY
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Failing Health Crucial Problem
By PAT DOHERTY

ded through the Albuquerqu!l there are ways to circumvent
Metr!>politan Area Agency on New Mexico's transportation
Older New Mexicans share Aging which also provides tran- problems and provide an alterwith other olde.r Americans the sportation to the clinic for people native to nursing homes which
problems of chronic and long· in the Tijeras area. Those who conflict with cultural patterns
term illness. But many of them need a ride call the medical cen· and traditions. .But alternative
face unusually tough problems in ter during the week and a van is services are not widespread
getting treatment.
sent to pick them up when the enough to be practical solutions
. for most. The geriatric clinic in
clinic is held.
Tijeras is ·the only one like it in
Health planners in the state
the
state and, as mentioned, only
The
Tijeras
clinic
provides
say that cultural diff!lrences
six
of 32 counties have home
It
preventive
medical
services.
must be considered in planning
health
agencies. No funds are
finds
the
patient
with
high
blood·
medical care for the aged and
available
to expa'nd either
pressure
Pr
heart
problems
that transportation is a critical
program.
.
before
he
has
a
heart
attack
or
problem.
The idea for the geriatric clinic
finds the woman with cancer
before it spreads, but it is not in Tijeras came from a prop()sal
While lack of transpprtation designed to help the patient who by Dr. Eva Wallen, district
can. prevent an elderly person has had a heart attack, has ter- public health officer of the State
anywhere from getting adequate minal cancer or is recuperating Health Agency in Bernalillo
or needed medical treatment, it from surgery and needs.nursing county. To hold such monthly
creates more difficulties in our care .•
geriatric clinics in all 40 of the
large, mostly rural sta.te. A city
PHS· facilities in New Mexico
dweller who does not drive may
For some of the elderly, being would mean diagnostic care for
have a rough time finding a
the aged of all 32 counties. The
friel)d or neighbor to take him to too healthy for the hospital but .only charge would be two d!>llars
the doctor or paging through the too sick to be without. nursing for "pap" smears for women. Acphone book to find an agency that care could mean going to a nur- cording to Dr. Wallen, the cost
will take him. An elderly person sing home, but nursing homes would be minimal to the PHS
in rural Harding or more rural are not always the solution to a because all that would be
Catron county has it worse. Har· continued need for nursing care. required would be a "beefing up"
ding has the .distinction of being Mrs. Barbara Menzie, director of of personnel and equipment'that
the only county in New Mexico the Albuquerque Metropolitan the Publfc Health Service
with no doctor, no drug store, Area Agency on Aging pointerj already has, No new facilities
and no- transportation system. out that'only five per cent of the would. be needed.
Catron has only one doctor and aged nation-wide are in hospitals
The proposed program was
the county's well equipped or nursing homes. The figure ap• rejected by the State Health and
hospital is closed. Harding has no plies in New Mexico as well. She Social Services Department. Dr.
hospital. The nearest one is in said 75 per cent of the aged live Wallen blames the rejection on
Colfax or Union County some 70 in their own homes and 16 per the fact that health and welfare
cent live with children or
miles away.
relatives or rent rooms. Muriel programs are under the same
Kirl:hmeier of the Mid-Rio Gran- state agencies so welfare gets
If you live in Catron, finding a . de Health Planning Council said
'
friend or neighbor to take you to that in New Mexico .nursing
the dpctor might be quite a j!>b. It homes are especially limited in
means . a rounJ-trip drive of their usefulness because of
perhaps 200 miles to Socorro or cultural differences in this multi·
Silver City.In addition to Catron ethnic population.
and Harding, Ralph Marshall,
By PAT DOHERTY
executive secretary of the New
"Cultural conditions in New
Mexico Medical Society said
When medical bills fill the mail
Sierra, SocorrP, Quay, De Baca Mexico lead to a search for alter•
box,
Medicare picks up part of
and Torrance counties are also natives to nursing homes," she
the
tab
for about 65,000 older
short of doctors. Hidalgo at said. "While in the East it might
New
Mexicans.
present has only one MD and one be acceptable t!> send a parent to
Although all who are 65 or
osteopath, but two more doctors a nursing home, here it's not
over
(and sprne disabled persons
plan to rnove into the county, . always accejltable for cultural
under
65) are eligible for
Torrance, like Catron, is without reaimns."
Medicare,
the program means
a hospital and residents there
have to go 60 or 70 miles into
But what alternative d!>es an different things to different
•
h
people.
Albuquerque.
The program is divided into
aged person Iivmg alone wit no
nursing home near him, or the
d
family who does not want to send · two parts· medical insurance an
With so many rniles to cover a parent to a .nursing home have hospital insurance - and a person
can have one or both types of
just to see a doctor, how. can the
an
aged
person
needs
occoverage. A panel of doctors
when
elderly who usually lack trancasional
skilled
nursing
care?
review
the claims for each
sportation or don't drive their
patient
to
insure that the care is
cars anymore hope-to get
In
six
C!>Unties,
there
are
home
justified.
satisfactory medical care in rural
health agencies to ~are for the
The cost for the medical in·
areas?
!lick at horne. Though not restric· surance is the same for everypne.
ted to caring for only the aged, In addition to a $60-per-year
One answer is to take medical the majority of their patients are deductible (which is going up), it
treatment to the elderly.
over65.
cost $6.70 per month and covers
Some organizations in the
about 80 percent of eligible
state are doing just that.
Medicare and Medicaid pay for charges for doctor's services, in
some horne health care. Fees and out patient hospital care,
One· program is a geriatric range from $13 to $17 for visits physical and speech _therapy, and
clinic held at Tijeras Medical by registered nurses. and from home health care. It does not pay
Center in Tijeras Canyon one day $13 to $26 for various ·types of for routine physical exams,dental
care, vision or hearing tests,
a month by a physiCian and nor· therapy.
some
foot care, private duty nurses from the Public Health Serses
or
prescription drugs.
If an elderly person needs simvice. Two nurses hold the clinic
Hospital
insurance is a little
one month and test the aged for .ple care such as help bathing,
trickier
high blood pressure, .heart dressing changes, or injections
Those who have worked for at
problems, tuberculosis, diabetes, for diabetes, there is help even
least
10 years do not have to pay
anemia, venereal disease, vision where there are no home health
a
premium.
Those who have not
and .hearing p:toblems and female agencies •.. Public Health Nurses
worked
pay
$36 per month.
cancer. They give the results to in every county will make a few
Everyone
pays
a de.ductible of
the d!>ctor who attends the clinic horne visits to teach the ill person
$84
each
benefit
period. (A
the following month to give com- or a member of his family how to
benefit
period
starts
whim
you go
care for hirn. The visits are free.
plete physical exams.
to
the
qospital
and
ends
when
Such programs sho~ that
· The program is partially fun·

much of the money that. could go
to health eire,
According to Rudy Pendall of
the Mid-Rio Gral,lde Health Plan•
ning Council and Judy Walden,
president
of
the
State
Association of Home Health Care
Agencies, the growth of home
health agencies is hindered by
Medicare restrictions, Sixty.(ive
thousand of the 78,000 people
over 65 in New Mexico are
enrolled in Medicare and. some of
thoses are also enrolled in
Medicaid, a state funded
program that sup·plements
Medicare for people who are
eligible for public assistance.
The regulation that most
restricts home health agencies is
the requirement that a patient be
hospitalized for three days
before he is eligible for home
health car.e under the Medieu.re
hospital insurance program. Pen·
dall says that attempts to dr!>p
the requirement in the U.S.
Senate have all failed.
Another change in Medicare Albuquerque, will open nine · .
requirements will improve the more offices around the state.
home health care scene.
Though the needs of the aged
Privately !lWned organizations
will soon be licensed t!> receive are recognized, health planning
Medicare payments which groups in the state like the Midpreviously only went to non· Rio Grande group and the Comprofit organizations. As soon as prehensive Health Planning
they are licensed, Council of the state have no plans
Homemaker/Upjohn, which now that relate specifically to the
/
has an office only in aged.
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It Helps

you have been out of the hospital
for 60 days in a row.)
Medicare hospital insurance
covers inpatient hospital care;
care in a licensed skilled nursing
facility, and home health care but
there is a limit on how many days
of hospital or nursing home care
it will pay for and home health
visits are also limited.
Hospital insurance pays for 90
days of hospitalization in . a
benefit period. It will pay all the
. expenses for the first 60 days except for personal conveniences
like a telev:ision, telephone,
private room, etc. Frorn the 61st
through the 90th day, it covers
all but $21 a day. If a person still
needs to be hospitalized after 90
days, he has 60 res!)rve days for
use during a lifetime. Medicare
· pays all but $42 per day when a
patient uses reserve days.
If one has been in a hospital for
at ·least three days and needs
daily skilled ti ursi n g care,
Medicare helps pay for up to 100
days in a nursing home. It will
pay all costs except for personal
conveniences for the first 20
days. After that, .one is responsible for $10.50 per day.
It one has been in the hospital
for three days, the full cost for up
to 100 home health visits during
the year after discharge could be
paid for by Medicare hospital insurance. For those who also have
· medical insurance, medicare
pays for a total of 200 visits a
year.
What these figures m~an, said
to Bar~ara Menzie of the

Metropolitan Area Agency .on
Aging, is that Medicare pays
roughly 60 percent of the medical
expenses of t~ose enrolled .in
both parts of the program. To
find out exactly whit Medicare
covers or to enroll, one should
call the Social Security Ad~
ministration, district or branch
oJfice.
.
,
For S!>rne of the elderly even 40
percent of a medical bill is more
than they can afford. A person
who is 65 or over who earns less
"than $166 a rnonth or a couple
earning less than $2:19 per rnon~.~
can get aid from the state.
·
The state Medicaid program,
with a budget of $23.5million this
year, aids dependent' children,
the blind and th'e disabled in ad·
dition to the needy aged. Those
who are 65 and over who are
eligible for Medicaid are enrolled
in both parts .of Medicare .• ·
Medicaid pays the deductible
charges and the patient's 20 percent share of the medical insurance. It pays fpr some ser- ·
vices not covered by Medicare
such as glasses, dental work and
prescription drugs.
The New .Mexico Medicaid
program is administered by the
State Health and .Social Services
bepartment. To apply or get information· about Medicaid, one
should contact public welfare of~
fice.There is one in each of New
Mexico's 32 cotnties.
.
Like Medicare, Medicaid has a
.paneL of physician~. who review
claims to be sure services are
justified.
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love and Marriage

She Really Only Wants to

Talk~

l_solation A. Form of Frustration

Ripen wit·h Age
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By Georgia Dillon
The big myth about senior
;::f citi~ens and the opposite sex is
that they are not interested. ·
But they are-say the doctors,
psychologists and the seniors
themselve.s-and much more
thali the younger generation. is
comfortable believing.
Long accustomed to thinking
of love and sex as activities
sought only by the young, society'
is often blind to the interest and
need for these relationships in
persons over age 60,
Albuquerque's Senior Citizen '
Center
announ~:ed
four
engagements this sp,ring. A
couple in the city's south valley
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniver~mry by repeating their
marriage vows in a Roman
Catholic ceremony, Doctors-and
seniors cite cases of elderly
couples living together without
going through the legal marriage
process-to save. money. And one
Albuquerque do.ctor reports that
senior womep are more !n·
terested. in sex than are their
husbands, some of whom are often impotent by poor health and
not just because of age.
The interest abounds. The
need for companionship doesn't
end at ago 60, but often the opportunities for socializing do,
Programs and transportation for·
older citizens in New Mexico are
a .major necessity, with many
seniors facing loneliness in the
later years.
·
Perhaps one of the greatest
deterrents to. marriage in the
later years is the loss of Social
Security benefits when a 'widow
remarries. An older woman may
lose up to 75 per cent of her income when she relinquishes her
status as a single. So many just
remain alone-and many end up
living together, skipping the
legal formalities.
"By living together they can
have the benefit of marriage
without getting punished finan·
cially,'' said Dr. Christian Von
He u ne of Albuquerque's
Lovelace Clinic. "Many seniors
are clever enough t:o figure it out
and old enough not to care what
other people say."
}\obert McCarthy, a
psychologist with the .Bernalillo
County Mental Health Center,
commented on the subject of extramarital cohabitation in the
later years. "If young people can
do it, wby can't they? But all of a
·. sudden they find themselves
having to do something they told
. their kids .not to do. So they want
to know what their kids will
think?'
"What the kids will think" is a
major concern in the mind of a
·senior adult when he or she con·
templates remarriage or just'
living with his chosen companion,
And many feel when 'they Jose
one spouse that they will never
•remarry,
"I don't believe l'd be interested in a remarriage,'' said a
widow of three years, expressing
the feeling of many elder peers "I
had such a long marriage, and my
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family me11nt so much to me. But· after his wife's death, Daneman
I understand other seniors get· proposed. Mrs, Landau wasn't in·
tecested in marriage at first, he
ting married again,"
Often however, i£ the elderly said, but "to me friendship did
remain socially active, they find not appeal. I wanted marriage."
Then the 83-year·old lover
themselves with a renewed in·
tcrest in people-and those reminded the reporter, "Age
people are not all of the same sex. doesn't make any difference."
"She's always eager, whatevl)r
Social activity is one of the
I
want
to do," said Daneman hap·
reasons for the e:11istence of the
pily.
"Whatever
I do, she'll go
many senior recreation centers,
with
me."
Mrs.
Landau·
plays ten·
retiree organizations and
nis,
ice
skates
and
roller
skates,
outreach programs. . Even
keeps
house
and
teaches
music, of transportation in cities where
proponents of the 'low-cost hot
plays
cards,
and
is
a
prodigious
the liuses just don't run at night
meals programs cite increased
driver who spent part of last and senior transportation projecsocializing as a primary benefit.
At a Senior Citizen Center in Thanksgiving weekend with a ts must first serve those with
Albuquerque, ballroom dancing, son in Albuquerque, then drove medical appointments, shopping
square dancing and the singles' to California to finish the holiday needs, is a major problem.
Others· live miles from the
club are favorite activities. It with another son.
"I can't grow oltl, I'll never nearest ·community center or
was at a square dance class that
68-year·old Bill Grobe met Eva retire," she said. "If the good. church with a program for the
Sutton, now his wife.
Lord closes my eyes, it will elderly, and often just sense that
Grobe lost his first wife 15 probably beam uch·needed nobody cares.
years ago, and thought at the rest."
Companionship is not the only
time that he would never
Daneman is quite active him· need expressed by the older
remarry. But a few months ago s e 1£ with carp e. n try and adult. When it comes to sex it'he "met somebody who seemed macrame. He's also a woodcarver self, Dr. Von Heune said that the
to fit into things."
and made a replica ·of a Russian senior woman is more interested
That was Eva. Grobe played toy to give to Mabel. "Anything I than the male. Interestingly
the chivalrous knight when he give her, she accepts with en- enough, his statements were
met her at a square dance 'thusiasm."
corroboratea ·down the line in a
session. Already a square dancer
The new Mrs, Daneman par· frank discussion with Mrs.
himself, he offered to be her part· ticularly enjoyed sharing her Kuciver.
ner. so that she could complete p h il o sop h i e s o f life w i t h
"The lusty widow is now a
the lessons, He also offered a Daneman as she comforted him figure of the imagination,'' was
ride. She returned the attention after his wife's death and during Von Heune's statement, noting.
with a dinner invitation, and the their courtship. Her feelings on that 55 per cent of the women
courtship began.
marriage for the elderly (she is aged 65 in his sample were listed
"I thought people my age just around 62): "You feel just the as sexually active-participating
didn't get involved with people of way you want to feel. Love can in intercourse at least once a
the other sex, but I guess thlly come again. All you need is one week-while only 40 per cent of
do,'' Grobe said.
person."
the men the same age are active.
"There aren't just dirty old
In addition to the square dan·
With women outliving the
cing, the Grohes do ballroom dan· men, making the odds about men," quipped Mrs. Kuciver
eing, ca.mping, hiking-Bill is the three to two, it is obviously bar· when asked ·about the senior
leader of the center's hiking der for the woman to find a part· woman's sex life. "There are dir·
club-and Eva is going to take up ner than for a man to obtain com· ty old women, too."·
bowling to keep her husband panionship of a woman.
Von Heune lists illness as a
Isabel Kuciver, recently main reason for· impotency and
company. Inactivity. just isn't a
· part of the scheme of things.
widowed at age 62, said she lack of desire in elderly males.
"Even on our honeymoon we doesn't feel like a senior citizen. Heart trouble, shortness of
slept out under the stars' one But she. finds it much easier to breath or just a general lack of
night," Eva recalled. ,
find women friends than men at energy decreases desir.e and
"She thought she saw wild senior socials. And when it comes ability. Or the fear of impotency
animals out on the landscape," to the men, you need a wide may itself be the problem. "Con"
teased Bill.
selection, she says. "It's a cerns and an)!;ieties make very
"I wanted to see how fast he problem to meet eligible gen- lousy bed partners," he said.
could get out of his sleeping bag,'' tlemen at this age. You can't just
But the elderly woman is sud·
Eva retorted.
like everybody. And if you come denly freed from the anxiety of
Eva was widowed about a year on too strong, they say, 'Well, pregnancy and is thus often much
ago. "Life's too lonesome to live she's man hunting,' -and well, less inhibited than in earlier
by yourself," she said. "I they're right!"
• . years, he commented.
wouldn't recommend that to
Mrs. Kueiver concurred: "Af·
Mrs. Kuciver had just been out
anybody,"
.
to dinner With a eouple she.knew. ter you can't reproduce, I think
Love also came a second time They had also invited another you'r_e more relaxed."
to lsaac Daneman and Mabel senior couple-a kind of pairing
'!To improve sex.life, of older
Landau.
.
off that leaves the odd woman persons Dr. Von Heune suggests
The Danemans, who married out. "It's the fifth wh~el on the what he callS' "loving"-talking
in April in a ceremony at wagon deal," she said.
out the problems of intercourse;
Congregation B'nai Israel, met
Checking out the square dance listening to one another, and of·
years ago at the synagogue when classes at the Senior Citizen Cen· ten having the. WQman take the
M.rs. Landau moved
to ter, she found plenty of couples d.ominantrole. .
Albuquerque from New ·York. and plenty of stag women, but . The senior woman, said Von
She soon ·became a fast friend of not. much in the way of eligible Heune, is more verbal·in coun·
Isaae's wife.
men. The same situation is faced · seling about sex than .her
When Mrs. Daneman died af· by senior women all over New husband. She is also the one
ter 12 years of illness, the rabbi Mexico. The smaller number of willing to work for a good sexual
suggested that Mrs. Landau go men over age 60, and the ten- ·relationship. At a recent forum
and comfort her bereaved friend. dency of men to be.•more reser· on sex after sixty, Von Huene
''I never got affection like I did ved-less "jo~ner" oriented-are noted that it was the .Women who
from her," said Dane man", big reasons.
seemed most responsive to
recalling her visit. The couple · The need and desire of the . suggestions.
didn't date until later when Mrs. senior adult for companionship of
"S~x. I think, is-a good way of
Landau returned .from a trip to the opposite sex increases the communic;1ting with one another.
theiioly Land. ·
.·
need . for. programs and.·. op· If the .communication is good, the.
Faced·with a new love, a year portunities for socializing. Lack sex is good, too," he said. Since
..
..-.: .•
•
'
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desire for sex is said to be less
urgent during the later years,
the situation is less tense and the
older person is often more help·
ful to his mate than younger partners are.
·
Again Mrs. Kuciv.er's com·
ments agreed. "It isn't all just
sex-it's cai'ing. The idea is even
if they're men, they're people. He
gets tired, too. Ithinkyou kind of
bear with one ··another when
you're older."
Von Heune's statistic!s show
that sexual activity in males
drops off to 25 per cent at age 75,
then to 15 per cent at age 85 and
5percentatage90.
The women are still more active at•age 75, with 35 per cent
reporting sexual activity once a
week. The figures level off at
ages 85 and 90 to match the
men's.
The older generation has older
ways of loving, Von Heune said,
and thus experimentation with'
new position, oral sex and other
methods of stimulation is less
frequent. He often suggests
these as ways of sexual satisfaction, but stresses that ·loyalty
and love in these mature relation·
ships may mean that sex itself
doesn't need to P.lay such a
dominant role in the lives of the
elderly.
When se~i'ors marry, the
male's potency is not usually a
question. "If sex is part of the
marriage, they've probably par·
ticipated in it before the wed·
ding," Von Heune said. The
. senior adult talks about sex more
casually because it. no longer has
the prohibitions it did during the
early years.
·
Once more Mrs. Kuciver's
thoughts concurred. "I do think
seniors experiment with sex
before getting married. And I
think it's a darn good idea. Sex
isn't the privilege of the young.
Boy, I'd hate tomarry.a guy and
find out I didn't like him."
In New Mexico there are .no
programs . or organizations to
provide· information on sex
related matters to the elderly.
One· "rap session" type program
gathers at a community center in
Albuquerque to discuss health
problems, and Dr. Robert Me·.
earthy,· who coordinates the
discussions, hopes that both men·
tal health and sex will be topics
that the group will ·CQnsider
later. However, for the time
being, mental health and sex are
apparently subjects that· the
elderly seem to avoid in public
Most of the counseling on sex
comes from private doctors like
Von Heune. ·
,
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By GEORGIA I>ILLON
She's old and alone, and she
cannot feed herself.
Her neighbor will ·not come and
feed her today, as she usually
does.
"My neighbors have all turned
against me, and I don't know
why. 'I haven't done anything to
make 'em turn against -me," she
sobbed into the telephone.
The senior center's call to the
Visiting Nurse Service br.ought a
promise of help for the woman,
even though it was Saturday.
Lucky she was already on their
files, though, for the visiting nurse can only -go in on a doctor's
recommendation.
A few hours, and them the
visiting nurse called back with a
J:eport. Yes, Mrs. Johnson (not
her .real name) had been fed that
morning-and by her neighbor,
too.
But Mrs. Johnson is senile,
now, the visiting nurse said. She
refuses to be moved to a nursing
home. When she ~ants company,
she calls every senior service
organization in town for help.
When help arrives, she only wan·
ts to talk. Yes, she has plenty of
food in the house, and she has
been fed and helped by her neigh·
bor.
Another few hours, and
another call from Mrs. Johnson.
to the senior center. "Is anybody
coming to feed me?"
She really only wants to talk.
A victim of isolation.
All the senior service

organizations in New Mexico can·
not reach every older person and
care for every need, especially
the primary need-someone to
talk to.
The Equal Opportunity Board
is one combatant of isolation of
the· elderly. It sponsors Home
Visitors a service that visits low
income elderly to give medical
care; and Homemakers, which
provides cleaning and other
home services for poverty level
persons,. Another EOB program
employs low income seniors, and,
in addition, the' EOB sponsors
programs for senior citizens at
Neighborhood Opportunity Cen·
ters.

A woman washes her clothes in
a bathtub, using a plunger to
agitate the water, She fell while
leaning over the bathtub.
Another woman is senle and
diabetic. She thinks her children
don't come to visit her, but they
do,
"So many of the homes aren't
modern," said Mrs. Beal, She
described· the situations she has
seen in homes that have no in."
door toilet facilities. There the
elderly often use a ''slop jar" instead of walking all the way to
the outhouse. If they are tired or
ill for a few days, the jar remains
either unemptied in the house, or
the contents are emptied out a
window or door.
Plight of Elderly
Health problems and living
Beryl Beal is a senior outreach conditins of the senior adult are a
worker at the Armijo Senior Cen· major concern of the EOB, Mrs.
ter in Albuquerque, operated by Beal said. As an outreach worker
EOB. Until illness cut her work she has arranged for cesspools to
hours down, she volunteered be cleaned out, bought groceries
from eight to ten hours a day in for a blind man, and helped with
·the Armijo program.
the arrangements for one man to
Mrs. Beat described the plight receive a new artificial leg.
of one man w.ho cannot cook or
The EOB and other agencies,
heat his home because he has no cooperating jointly, have imgas. Several homes in the South proved the standard of living of
Valley have just recently been older people of the South Valley
connected to the city water sup- Mrs. Beal said. Under the
ply, she said.
Metropolitan Area Agency on
Not wanting to bother with Aging (MAAAJ, seniors are
fixing a meal for only one or two given rides to medical and dental
persons, many older people she appointments and,, to low .cost
said, exist mainly on soup, tea· meal sites operated by the city's
and coffee: "Some won't have a Nutrition Project. A $10,000
real meal all day long."
grant has been awarded by the
One man fell out of his bed and MAAA to winterize some old
houses. Windows, doors, stoves
broke his leg.
and insulation will be repaired or
installed if necessary. A canning
system has been placed in the Ar·
) mijo Senior Center, and older
' i . South Valley citizens can bring
jars and vegetables to take ad•
vantage o[ ~he summer crops.
Doctors are working with the
blind, she said, and many of those
who need glasses are now getting
them.

Nutrition and Socializing
Mrs. Beal commends the
Nutrition Project's low cost
meals as a good place for
socializing to begin. The Armijo
Center serves 65 persons 60 and
older every weekday at noon,
"They're big gossips," she said of
the clientele, who, she said, come
as much for a good chat as for
food. "They love to see an outside
face and talk to somebody. And
when they leave they say 'You
know we hate to go home: We
know we'll go home to sit alone.'"
The center has dances for the
meals participants who have also
formed a club which collects
money to be used to help its
members when they are ill or in
need of financial assistance.
Outreach workers teach per·
sonal grooming, too. "The old
people are wanting to dress up
now: lt's a wonderful thing," said
Mrs •. Beat.
'At the Martineztown House of
Neighborly Service, outr,eaeh
workers visit about 50 older per·
sons every month, and they know
the locatio.n of most of the elderly
in the area. Some of these are
housebound, while others are

One of the primary needs of the elderly is the
simple pleasure of having someone to talk to.
Beryl Beal, a senior outreach worker at the Armijo Senior Center in Albuquerque described
how conversation to the elderly citizen is as important as food.
Beryl said the senior citizens do not like to leave
the Center, ~and the most typical statement is,
''You know we hate to go home.
know we'll go
home to sit alone."

We

center participants. Outreach clean, however small, Pictures of
worker Magdalena Aragon, who tne Virgin adorn the wa.lls, and.
is herself a "brank new 60," said photographs of her children and
the greatest .need of the seniors grandchildren cover tabletops
she has visited is companionship, and chests.
Another small complaint:
Those who have near neighbors
and family members are visited, '"Estoy poco toea,'' meaning, I am
a littl(l crazy. She forgets things:
she said, but other.s are alone.
Neglect by the family is much where she has put them, or what
condemned by the Sllnior citizens she is supposed to do.
Her children and neighbors do
themselves. "I've seen children
be mighty cruel to their parcn· come to visit. Not to help her_, she
· ts,'' one elderly man said. They stressed, but to visit.
She sleeps a great deal and
desert the elderly, he said, and
leave them alone.
listens to the Spanish station on
"Their memories, that's all the radio.
Perhaps ggoonn iieessssss Jl.
they've got, Their children never
come to see them. They .never llaaaaaaeeeeedddd ..... BBaeee·
call. I'd hate to think of that hap- n es are being cared for, and she
appears to have enough com·
pening to me."
And even with an outreach pany, with a comfortable bed for
worker's visits, the elderly may an afternoon· n!l,p, and a radio
feel a lack. The visitor may be beside her.
able to stay only ten or fifteen
Television for Company
minutes once a month. That's
hardly a long enough con·
lsolation is not limited to the
versation for a person who really poor. Those with enough money
wants to talk. And, as Mrs, Beal but lacking transportation, or
commented, "It's hard to get dependent upon children for that
back to them."
transportation, may stay at home
for days with only a television set
for company.
Desire For Privacy
An Albuquerque policehla.n
Isolation should not be con· called a senior organization to
fused with a desire for privacy, see about help . for an older
however. Mrs. Beal .recalled one woman who calls the station
home where the cesspool was some nights. She is depressed
stopped up and water was and lonely, without trart·
ground sportation and friends. And she
seeping . up · to
level-directly under the really only wants to talk, he said.
bedroom window. But when help
Another problem is that most
was offered, Mrs. Beal was or· city, . county and private
dered off the property.
organizations serving the elderly
Another man with a broken leg close on weekends. Trandid not want the low.cost meals. sportation, information/referral,
At one home the outreach meals and many social clubs take
worker hands in the meal, but a weekend break, leaving the
isn't allowed in the house.
question of what do the parSome older persons seem to be ticipants do whe.n the working
getting all the help they need and force is not working.
want. One example i!j Lola
The Equal Opportunity Board, "
Aragon,
A.rea Agencies on Aging and
Mrs. Aragon, who will be 80 in other senior-service
August, lives in a two-room organizations cannot solve the
house in· the Nortb Valley in problems of every isolated older:
Albuquerque. She has only two adult in every city. Funds are not
complaints, she said: her failing . available, volunteers. are few,
.eyesight, and her teeth-or lack staff members are overworked,
of teeth. She does all of her own senior centers cannot operate 24
cooking, and said happily that at bouts a day, and transportation
least she cannot see the smoke cannot be provided for
when she burns the toast. She everybody.
has plenty to eat; and thinks that
But While these programs wait
her little rented house is just big for funding, volunteers and
enough for one without requiring equipment, older New Mexicans
too much cleaning.
wait for the few programs that
"Welfare," she said, is taking do exist to send people to repair
her to the dentist to have new their homes, bring hot meals,
dentures made. Welfare, in this transport them to a: senior cen·
case Homemakers, also sends a ter, or visit for 15 minutes.·
And many aged persons really
woman in once a week to .help
with cleaning. The house is quite only want to talk.
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Santero Retired, But Hardly Idle
I.\,

Max Roybal hasn't let
retirement slow him down. He
has so many projects going that
he's finding time for only four
hours sleep a night, and he needs
"another~.500 years" to get all his
work done.
" While Roybal is technically
"unemployed" since he retired
from an Albuquerque alcohol and
drug rehabilitation program, he
remains one of the state's best
known "santeros" and is other-
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wise the very opposite of idle.(A
santero is a person who carves
and paints wood images of sain·
ts.)
Roybal said be could still carve
three santos a week, but he is involved 'in too many other projects> so he only gets around to carving one.
Other things that keep him
busy include serving on the
state's art commission and as an
artist-in-residence. As part of his
duties with the commission, he
lectures at schools . throughout
the state •
In addition, Roybal finds time
to teaeh at the Barelas Com·
munity Center, give occasional
lectures at the University of New
Mexico, work with orphans at an
institution in Monterrey, Mexico
and build himself a camper which
he uses in his travels around the
state.
H~ also has his hobbies-"probably more of them
than anyone in New Mexico."
His shortwave radio, for exam•
pie, is one of the reasons he gets
so little sleep. And then he's
studying mineralogy· and
geology, keeping his musical
skills polished (he. plays 11 instuments from _guitar to 38-string

harp) and painting portraits and the local offices of that company,
landscapes. He also likes to make has taught what he' calls the "art"
jewelry and is in constant -of boxing for the past thirty·
demand by collectors of santos to years, and helped organize a sucrepair and refurbish their cessful art show in the village of
damaged statues. ·
Penasco recently.
"I'm going to keep playing , He has also made a reputation
music and carving santos and for himself as a sfgn· painter,
working in the arts until God glass blower and folklorist.
says it's time for me to go,"
Says Max ROybal, retiree: "I
Roybal said.
would like to live another 500
He is concerned that the new · years."
generation is showing less interest in these traditional arts
and crafts-but he's not afraid
that the old santo:making art will
die out; even though only a half
dozen people are now practicing
it in New Mexico.
.
"It has been a dying art since
1850 when the Santos were
deemed ugly by the Archbishop
of Santa Fe," he said:- He also
said that santeros have had plenty of work even though a writer
in the thirties said the art was
dead.
During his illustrious life in
New Mexico he has done a
variety of things. He has played
in movies that featured such
greats as Bob Hope, Jimmy
' Durante and James Garner.
He has painted a portrait of
J .C. Penney that still ha11gs .in
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Sy DELOkES BUTLER

"It finally hit me what a 65th
:>. birthday retirement, Social
1a Security benefits, the golden
~ years of old age, meant-they
.§ meant immediate poverty:·
rv
Mrs. Rose Clayton, a Las
::<l Cruces widow who asked that
~: here real name not be used, ex·
Z pressed the plight of many older
<10"
New Mexicans.
~
Of the 20 million aged in the
~ U.S., four million or 20 per cent
live )wlow the"poverty level. In

... _

,.,._

New Mexico the figure is 34.9 ;>er
cent-with 40,484 of the state's
1.05,158 aged Jiving in poverty.
Even with public aesistances
programs, private pensions,
hdetal and p1;1rsonal savings,
many live on less than a fourth of
their pre-retirement income.
Mrs. clayton is one ofthem.
"President Ford talks about
stage-flation, but my life is
miserable. I'm sick most of the
time and many times I .have to
choose between food and
medicine. President Ford con-

.. .

,
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tinues to t.alk about stag-flation
as a cause of my troubles, but I
got thes\l financial troubles on
my 65th birthday," Mrs. Clayton
said.
"I get $146 a inonth from the
government and my daughter
sends me $30 .a month when she
can. That's all I get. Before I had
to retire, I earned about $650 a
month," said the former Las
Cruces school teacher.
Sof)ial
Secur.ity,
Medicare/Medicaid, a . Sup·
plemental Security Income

Elderly Navajo Laments
Lost Ties· With Nature
•

...

'

'

·~

His hands are scarred and eating the foods that are full of ... First ofall, I know a lot of old Inworn- marked by many years of life, the ones that give life. In· · dians because I grew up with so
stead they eat fake food. Foo~ ·many of the people that live
hard wor~.
has been dead and bas no life around here. And I would say
that
He sits quietly and gaze~
that about 75 per cent of the old
to
it.
Food that will give no life!"
around room. His face is worn,
l!e says that people wouldn't Indians around here are happy
wrinkled and thoughful.
He is David Kindle. All his 82 have to go to him looking for the with their lives,. now that they
years he has lived on .the· Navajo yerbas (medicine from weeds), if are old.''
She explains that she is happy
Reservation near Shiprock. He is they would eat the foods that
one of the 39,000 Navajo Indians were intended for them.
with life and is glad to be alive.
who live in New Mexico.
l!e doesn't really see that his She says she used to get real sad
On the wall behind him is a medicine get's in the way of sometimes, because it seemed
map of that Indiao nation. On modern medicine. But he doesn't ever since cars started being
another wall is a sand painting understand why the modern doc· brought to 'the reservation, the
made by a Navajo singer. Near tors cut people up in operations. young would always be gone.''
Kindle is Julie Denetclaw a 78- "when using my methods," says with cars they were able to leave.
year-old Navajo woman. She also · Kindle, "all you ao is eat soup or And then they would be always
lives near Shiprock.
drink something and soon the gone."
The old Indian knows no person. will be well and will be
But now she says she is happy
English. He says be never really out working. The modern way, because todays world has let her
had a chance to learn it. That he you may spend weeks in bed just children go to school and get better jobs.
always had work where they recovering from the cut."
could understand him, so lle was
"Love also goes into the
She then tells' about her
never forced to learn English.
medicines I make," says Kindle, travels in many parts of the
Kindle and Denetclaw have "in order for someone to get well United States. That she used to
come to the chapter house at when he is sick, people have to be in charge of sending crafts
Shiprock to tell their stories. show that they love him. Today that Indians had made. on the
They call anything that has to do people are sent to far away reservation to exhibits in other
with their lives part of their places to be cured by someone cities.
story. Denetclaw will also act as that he doesn't even know. And
"I traveled to so many places
an interpreter.
·that I can't even remember some
that's wrong!"
"Life," starts Kindle, ''is
"In the old days a mother or of them. To Washington, Salem,
becoming too artifical." lte picks .father would spend days looking Oklahoma, Phoenix and some
up some blue. Indian corn bread after a young one. They took other places.''
that is on the table. "In the old special care so that he got the
Kindle walks back into the
days, life was like this blue corn best that a food would offer. And room and announces that he will
bread. Pure, full of natural they put a lot of love into a kid continue his story. Many people
ingredients, full of real life, and when they were sick."
have come to hear him talk, he
all real.''
He talks about how his mother says, just as be is talking now.
"Then the life of today," con- took care of him. At the age of 15
He says that he has his home
tinues Kindle, "is like one of his mother died. After that he about six miles to the southwest
·
those hamburgers that they sell says, he left home to work wfth of Shiprock.
"I have around 300 sheep,"
now. You open the box and just people all over the area. He
heat it. The food is all fake and worked hard, but found that the says Kindle, "and I take care of
harder he worked the .more he them all by myself. I care for
has no life to it."
He . says that people have felt closer to his mother. He says them in winter down on the
problems with kids because they this because his mother had plains and then in summer l take
are at once started off in an ar- worked hard for him to live a them up to the mountains. That's
tifical world. That today instead good life, so that every time he because there's good grass up
of your mother's pure milk, it is works hard he thinks of his there in the summer."
"The life I have is hard. I first
canned milk. He believes that .mother.
this is why kids are becoming a
l!e had a hard life he says, but of all have to care for the house
bigger problem. And that this is he kept on working. He was on an~ some of the other small
one of the reasons why people his own and had to support him· ammals that I have: Then most of
are getting sicker and sicker, self. They he got a job with the the day 1 spend t~km~ care of ~h.e
They are getting an artifical life government. In those days food sheep. And that s a JOb! It am t
even before they can sense the for the school children used to be easy, but I guess it's good for me.
·
world around them.
grown right by the school. "The Then when the right time comes
Kindle is known all over the students would get the. right I ~ave to shear all the sheep. The
Shiprock area as a .medicine man, food, the )ife from the ground," wtfe and I then wash the \\!Ool
or singer. He has been a medicine says Kindle.
and then she weaves a blanket or
whatever' we need," says Kindle.
man tor the last 19 years. He says
"Now 1 could wear shoes," he
"Then at another time, the
he learned the art of the medicine
recalls,
"working
with
the
gover·
com.e and again there is lot
lambs
man from his father-in-law wbo
nment.
was
good
for
me.
They
of
work
in caring for the baby
was getting too old to carry on
me
out
with
$45
a
month
started
sheep. They are more work, but
his much needed tasks In this
and I stayed getting that much they will soon be jusl as handy as
world.
"Using different plllnts and for five years. After that I could • the rest,u adds Kindle. "As a
weeds," he says, "I can cure then get $65 a month. It was hard matter of fact, I will soon have to
almost any ofthe sicknesses that work, but it did u'le good. And I get back to care for the sheep
was happy with my job."
because there is a lot ofworkand
people worry about.''
Denetclaw then says that she there are also three new baby
"People are getting sicker and
like to say something. sheep that need care.''
sicker because thel( are not would
',

., ....

program, civ.il service retirement per cent; medical care 30 per cent
programs, personal saviJJgs, and property taxes 35 per cent in
private pension plans, a few tax the Consumer Price Index.
One out of every three men
breaks, veteran benefits, (for
some), government and com· and women over 65live below the
munity nutrition programs and poverty level in New Mexico. For ·
ol<l-aged assistance provide the widows over 65, the problems are
main means of. support for the worst. Six out of every ten
widows over 65 live in poverty.
aging.
Of
the Spanish surnamed elderly,
ln New Mexico, Social
51
per cent arl;l impoverished.
Security checks total almost $20
Among
. Blacks, 54 per cent.
million a mpnth-providing one·
84 per cent of
Among
Indians,
half to two-thirds of income for
the elderly. Monthly checks are the aged have poverty incomes.
"Rent is $91 a month, utilities
based on fprmer earnings, The .
average monthly benefit for a about $28 and food about $40. So
widow of a worker is $177; a that leaves me with less than $10
retired worker $181; a couple to buy clothes and enjoy myself.''
the Las Cruces widow said.
$310.
The low income housing the
Mrs. Clayton, now 67, had not
worked long enough under the widow lives in consumes more
Social Security program to get than 50 per cent of her income,
full benefits, and had drawn the Her house is clean, but the fur111oney she had in the teacher niture is old and worn. The rooms
retirement program to invest in are very cold "because I ·have to .
her husband's business. Her choose between food and heat
husband was self-employed and some months."·
"I eat beef bones and chicken
left no widow benefits from the
Social Security program. The wings but I can only get them
Supplemental Security Income about three times a month. I love
program of Public assistance in· fresh vegetables, but I just can't
creases her total income to $146 a afford them. I can hardly afford
month.
beans and rice," she said.
Social Security Administration
"I already accept welfare un· ·
estimates the median retirement der tile supplement program, but
income for men today is about 42 I Won't accept welfare twice.
per cent of pre-retirement in- That's why I don't get food stam·
come and about 50 per cent for ps. There's a limit to welfare. I
women.
just eat a little Jess," she said. "I didn't want to accept
"I had a home when my
welfare," Mrs. Clayton said, "But husband died, but I had to give it
!·couldn't have made it without up shortly after his death about a
the supplement program."
year ago because I couldn't pay
"Karen, my daughter, trys to the $140 payments each month on
send the $30 each month but my income. And we' only 1iad
sometimes .her budget just will about 12 months to go," she said.
Not only does Mrs. Rose
not let her do it," the woman
said.
Clayton have .to choose between
"1 even thought about food and heat some months and
working, but no one wanted to meeting the monthly rent but she
hire an over-aged school teacher. must sometimes choose between
I was always respected in my food and medicine: She suffers
community. Now, I am barely from a chronic heart diease. which
making it and can't even find a calls for constant medication.
job. That's why I don't go out·
The U.S. Department of
much any more," said Mrs. Health, Education and Welfare
Clayton.
reported that.86 per cent of the
For the aged who wish to sup· elderly have chronic illness and
plement their incomes by 24 per cent require long-term
working, government restric- hospital stays. The Medicare
tions on income level and program, although not putting
discrimination . in employment money directly in the hands of
practices still.keeps many aged . the aged, supplements income
below the poverty level.
.
and gives relief on medical bills.
As of 1974, a person can earn
At 65; a person receives
$2400 a year without having ·Medicare coverage automatically
Social Security payments on application and is entitled to
reduced. Above $2400, the aged hospital insurance. But there are
are penalized one dollar for each monthly payments to meet.
two dollars earned. But if a perMedicare does not provide
son is 72 years old or olde'r, he complete health care for for the · ·
can earn as much as he can and aged. In 1974, Me!]icare paid
get full payments.
about 42 per cent of thehealth
At the same time,• a person bills. Among every 100 eiderly
over 65 with $100,000 a year in men and women who are poor,
interests and dividends can health aids such as dentures,
r,eceive all his benefits under the .hearing aids and eyeglasses are
Social Security program.
needed but not paid for and
The problems of forced unem· therefore not owned. Medicare
ployment of Mrs. Clayton are like does not pay for these health
those of many older persons iri aids, . preventive examimitions ·
New Mexico. Of the 20 million and drugs-a major health exaged, aliout 30 per cent are either pense for those suffering from
''unemployed" or "discouraged chronic illness.
·
job seekers" according to Bureau
"The problem of the aged is ·
of Labor Statistics.
great," a state social worker said,
Althoug.h Social"Security "with an inadequate Soda!
benefits for older persons have Security
program.
A
increased about seventy per cent dehumanizing w.elfare program
in recent years, the income of the and discrimination against older
aged living on Social Security workers, I don't want to grow .
alone still falls below federal old.''
.
government's poverty line.
"Since .my 65th birthday, I
Since the increases in Social haven't managed to. experience
.Security, food prices have risen any golden days yet," said Mrs.
44 per cent; hospital expenses 70 Rose Clayton.

No Cookies to Bake, No Grandkids to Visit

No One Needs Grandma Now
By GEORGIA DILLON
In the olden days:-before ur·
banization and the moblle
American
Society-grandma
always had plenty to do when the
• children brought their families
home. Cookies to .bake, big meals
to prepare.
When the kiddies weren't
aroun<l, there were fruits and
vegetables to be "put up," the
sick neighbor down the way to
tend, quilts to be finished and
maybe chickens.t!l feed.
Not so for grandmother now.
Freed from frequent visits of the"
relatives by the mobilization that
has separated them sometimes
thousands of miles, she i10 longer
has the hig meals to fix, and
nobody- asks advice from grand·
father any JllOre.

What's there to do for grandparents
when the family is scattered -and no
one visits?

••

..

Grosset\lte of an Albuquerque Church g~oups often tsponsor
Senior Center. "They have no social gatherings for their elderly
,
purpose for living. We 1;ee it all members,
the time."
"Under the Puritan work
Help at Meals
ethic, unless you were busy
Volunteerism is a role adopted
doing something, you were by many. The Retired Senior
useless, and you we.ren't good. Volunteer Program, nationally
They don't know what to do sponsored, has 12 projects in
because they've worked all their New Mexico with .1,017 seniors
lives. They don't know how to registered. Many teach in senior
play;"
centers, .make telephone calJs or
Education and play are two of friendly visits to other elderly, or
the Satellite Center's objectives. work in the Title VII meal
More than 60 classes are offered programs. The program con·
each. week in addition to social ae· centrates on reaching the
tivities,
isolated and non-involved elderly •
rather
than those who already
Meet Duties WeU · '
volunteer. The opportunities for
Minnie Gould, president of a volunteerism are endless, with
chapter of the A m,e ric an the Albuquerque Senior Citizen
Association of Retired Persons Center alone· listing over 50
(AARP) in Albuquerque, has also regular volunteers.
.
Somebody Needs Them
spent a .great, deal of time
Many choose part-time work or
At least. that's one possibility bringing the middle class elderly become,.self·employed. But work
suggested by Dr. Robert Mc- out of isolation and into the main- is hard ·to find. The American
Association of Retired Persons
Carthy, now working at a stream of society.
"I've tried everything under Job Placeme.nt for the Elderly
satellite center of the Bernalillo
County Medical Health Center, the sun except wringing their fills about 200 positions in the
for some of the loneliness of New necks, and they tell me that's not Albuquerque area each m.onth.
Operated by Anne Beckman (who
Mexico's elderly. A popular spot lawful," she laughed.
Mrs. Gould, herself a retiree commented, "Volunteerism is out
for retirement, New Mexico may.
house some lonely grandparents and a volunteer with AARP for the window."), the project has
who are not required in a role ten years, finds inactivity in traditionally run a program
senior adults inexcusable. The called "Rent a Granny," which is,
they may have long anticipated.
Termed "gerontos" by the. picture, as far as she is con- mostly babysitting. Now Mrs.
psychologists, often ignored by cerned, is not that bleak for the Beckman reports finding jobs in
children and grandchildren, the elderly. There is much to do both business and industry for senior
elderly feel a loss of place, or in volunteer service and social ac· citizens. The .AARP philoso.PhY,
she noted, is that anyone should
tole, in society. A feeling of tivity.
She
mentioned
the
case
of
one
be allowed. to work as long as he
uselessness when there is no paid
woman
she
visited,
who
with
a
has
the mental and physical
occupation may be .compounded
good
furniture
new
apartment,
to do so.
capability
by the need to depend on others
c~uld
only
think
and
nice
clothes
as physical prowess dimishes.
Remarriage Occurs
"What 'I object. to is th·e way of herself at age 72 and complain
Although the elderJy person
they put you on the shelf at age that life wasn't worth Jiving.
"There was nothing the matter may not expect to remarry after
60," .said one woman. The elderly
are pushed aside by society first with that woman ex:cept that she losing his first spouse,
wh.en forced to retire, by family was keeping herself isolated. remarriage is a common oc·
next when they are not needed or There was no reason for her to be currence, opening a new role and ·
new adjustments for the senior
visited, and .by life in general isolated.''
adult. Others find continuing
when they see the rapid changes
A Bridge Fills Need
education, participation in
in the American culture.
Gould
suggested
parspecial
interest''clubs, and. per•
Mrs.
McCarthy suggested that the
ticipation
in
a
senior
group,
and
sonal
hobbies.
to be fulfjlling.
older generation may even tend
wenf
and
filled
"I
think
the
ones who were
finally
the
woman
to .accept things their grand·
in
as
a
fourth
at
bridge.
She
enVery
active
when
they were
children are doing, if only in or·
it
and
reported
back
to
younger
are
also
active
when
joyed
der to keep their love.
Gould,
"Well,
I
don't
know
they're
older,"
said
Asbury,
Mrs.
As a person . becomes older,
McCarthy said, he loses some of where all those old people are citing a senior man who ·has
his ability of sight and hearing, over there. They didn't look old helped organize a food CO·
operative, a gardening project
and even to some extent, touch to me.''
Gould
continued,
"There
and
a housing 'repair ,group for
Mrs.
and taste. There is also for some
a .loss of memory. As the are a 111illion things in this town senior citizens.
People involved with the
distinguishing ability of the seh· for them to go to, and they don't
ses declines, "you. lose a role of go. They don't do anything, and elderly tend to feel as Mrs. Gould
that it is pre par a ti on for
Self as a· person who can make we've got too many like that!"
Another couple she cited· also retirement that can make the
judgments. You have nothing to
hold onto-no way to· verify remained inactive. "They did not later years busy and enjoyable
retire to live, they retired to · ones for the senior citizen.
reality."
die-and they died."
Julio Martine~, director of the
. Give Them Acti.vity
·A number ·of elderly people Albuquerque project of the New
One way to help older .people withdraw from society when Mexico RSVP, spoke of the many
feel more comfortable is to create they no longer have outside em• conferences he has attended .
a "prosthetic environment''-a ploytnent or a family to care for, regarding the elderly.
place where they can do things. noted Nancy Asbury of the
"T.hese guys are· telling me
Handrails where necessary, . Metropolitan Area. Agency on that the field of .problems of the
large knobs on the stove and big Aging in Albuquerque.
aging is new. Why should it be
numbers on the face"of the clock,
"Often your role is defined by new?· This is something we
a door wide enough to get a what you do for a living, and sin· should have been studying all
wh e·elc hair through, with ce many elderly persons are not this time," he said.
perhaps a ~:amp rather than steps working, they may not feel they
·Martine~ suggests prior
leading up to that door, are all have a-role,'' she said.
development of an avocation as a
devices that would allow the
means of personal satisfaction af·
ter retirement. Knowing of the
older person to function without
Health a Factor
having to depend on others. ·
· programs and benefits for the
One .role available to most is elderly might also decrease fear
Even. if an older person does
·
not yet "'!Xperience a decline in that of church member. "i do of old age, he said.
physical ability, the feelings of think that' older women are the
Dr. McCarthy also noted· that
·uselessness may easily come in most religious of any group.'' said· adjustments to retirement
the later years; often causing a Asbury. Visiting tM sick, . should be made long befot!l age
arranging, chruch socials, sewing 65. The ~enior shold.be prepared
.
desolate inactivity. .
"Now they have nothing to do fro charity a.re some op· to step mto the role of a retiree
with their time. Nobody really portunities provided in addition knowing how to use his leislfre
needs them," said Virginia to increased study of religion. time •
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Con~ent ·With

Pro~grams

Li\S V.EGI\S, N.M.- Sever11l
effective programs, a great m;my
.<:IS ideas and plans, a general shor·
~ tage of money to get the job
~
done, ·and a lot of serious needs
not being met.
That sums up the situation,
relative to the elderly of San
Miguel County - which has on~
of New Mexico's highest ratios of
needy and Spanish-speaking
aged with 2182 of its 21,951
residents over 65.
Among the county's programs
for the elderly is the Las Vegas
Senior Citizen's Center. Now in
its seellnd year of operation, the
center occupies a converted hotel
donated by the city. Only seven
of the 20 rooms are used, all
downstairs.
The center offers two game
• rooms, (a third one was 'con·
verted to a stor11ge room because
of a broken heater) and a small
kitchen. AU need improvements.
The main entrance has a
vacant appearance ~ith most
notably a book shelf containing a
few books, a sofa and chair, a sign
wit.h regulations, a large
gathering area and a secretary
with her desk.
A bulletin board inside the en·
trance suggests the nature of the
program. Among the activities
planned are discussions of
proposed projects, needle work,
an anniversary dance, individ~al
activities, games, meals, Mass·
and holiday activities.
.
The center's food service
program reaches 60 to 70 people
per day five days a week at a
·school cafeteria. The· cost of a
meal is 35 cents for those 55 and
older 85 cents for those below 55.
Transportation is provided by
the center.
The. center is open five days a
week, excluding Saturdays, Sun·
days and holidays, from 8:30a.m.
to 12 p.m. and 12:30 to 5 p.m.
. Albert Vallejos, director of the
center, said about 500 elderly
people are being served and
about 90 per cent are Spanish·
speaking.
·
"The majority of our elderly
people have' an income of ap,
proximately $140 per month,"
Vallejos said. "We get them
discounts and special rates from
a few department stores, but not
drug stores, most' important for
the elderly since so many have to
buy drugs.
· · "Funding comes from federal
and local sources and sometimes
we receive help from the Welfare
department. Other community
groups help us out too, but"some
are in conflict with us trying to
develop programs . for the
elderly. We .should get together
as one, that's the only way things
work here. At this time we only
· have one driver and a small bus
that's in poor shape."
Vallejos said smaller com·
munitiesirt San Miguel County,
such as San Juan, San Jose and
Pecos, have. their · own community programs. '.rhey run on a
volunteer basis with funding
provided by their own com"
munity.
.

r::-

Another program for the
elderly here is the "Union
Coperative De Ancianos Del Con·
dado
De
San
Miguel"
(Cooperative union of the elderly
of San Miguel County). The
program originated in 1952.
Federico Roybal,-62, hilS been its
presid1mt since 1954.
His, small, box-like office con·
tains cartons full of papers, a
shelf oflaw books, old pictures of
political candidates, including a
large framed picture of John F.
Kennedy.
,
Roybal's desk, covered with
papers, contains most notably an
index box, storing 70 names of
men and women helped by, or
associated with, the
organization. They , are all students of adult education, a
clerk typist, a bookeeper, conresidents of Las Vegas.
The organization runs only on sultants, and maintenance pera volunteer basis with the help of sonnel.
Students from New Mexico's
35 members. Besides visiting
elderly people two or three days Highlands University lind the
a week, Roybal holds a meeting Luna Vocationar· Technical In·
for them every second Sunday of stitute will be using the program
as a training site in adult
each month.
At the meetings, he explains education, social planning, health
food stamps, social security education and home main·
benefits, supplemental security tenance. Among the program's
income, the Welfare department services will be the use of city
employes in automative main·
and other technical subjects.
"The ancianos want to live tenance, fiscal management and
alone," Roybal said, "because various skills.
A telephOne will be used to
they like living in their own
house and on their own land. maintain contacts, refenals,
They suffer a lot of hardships like reassurance, counseling and
having to use outside bathrooms emergency long distance calls to
and having to use oil in their families residing outside Las
wood-burning stove which can Vegas. Present negotiations with
easily cause an accidental bur·
ning. Another concern is tran·
sportation."
.
Roybal mentioned an 87-year·
old man, living alone, who was
shaken awake one night by two
men who had broken in. They
By RUDY CASTELLANO
beat him, stole $15 and his stove,
and left him on his bed with his
"A minority within a minority
legs and hands tied with a bed
sharing
the problems of a third
sheet.
Who are they? They
minority."
He mentioned an 80-year·old
are
the
elderly
Spanish-speaking
woman. who takes care of her
Americans
as
· defined by a
mentally-retarded son who is 30.
professor
who
has
made herself a
At night, she ,lets him sleep on
national
authority
on their
her bed while she sleeps on the
ground, Welfare checks are all problem.
Adelina Ortiz deHill, professor
that they have to live on.
He mentioned an elderly of behavioral sciences at New
couple in their 70's. The. man's Mexico Highlands University
legs are paralyzed and the. who previously . had directed an
Welfare department had information gathering project on
provided a wheel chair. His wife the problems of the aging among
was too weak to. help him out of the Spanish-speaking minorities
the wheel chair when he needed in Michigan and is now active in
· to, like . getting in bed or using similar studies in N'orthern New
the bathroom. He was sent to a · Mexico provided some in·
boarding home because of this. formation in this area.
Her research showed that this
After two weeks of disliking it,
he decided to live at home with ethnic minority tends to ease the
problems. o( aging with strong
his hardships.
A third program now being family ties, a culture which
established in Las Vegas is demands care and respect for the•
CIMA' (Community In Maximum elderly, and a tradition of placing
Action). Elderly participants will more value oil people than on
. ·
elect officers from their own material possessions.
But Professor Ortiz deHill also
group· and help in program
· development. Participation will found that more of the .Spanish·
also come from professionals and speaking. suffer from poverty,
from rural isolation, and from the
volunteers.
They wi!l include a director, a lack of the programs which help
volunteer coordinator, two the urban aged.
The 1970 U.S lJureau ofOensus
drivers, 25 health aids, a doctor
indicates
69 years as the average
of medicine, consulant"dietician,
lite
expectancy
of the total
10 adult education teachers, 10

the Las Vegas Hospital present
methods in providing home
delivery of meals at an estimated
cost of $1.25 per meal.
CIMA is presently competing
for funds with Nosotros; and
other non-profit social service
organizations designed for the
low income, Spanish-speaking
segment of the population.

•

Mayores- a national advocacy
association for the Spanish·
speaking elderly. Its goal is to
create
a
representative
association of older Spanish·
speaking persons·and ·
organizations to promote their
needs not only in New Mexico
but throughout the_Nation.

It 'in.volves the creation of a
Nosotros, which had stoped national network of com·
being federally funded in 1974 ex• munication to achieve a new unpects to be refunded in derstanding and awareness of
1975.0ther programs designed . this minority population's needs.
for the elderly are RSVP Participation comes from senior
(Retired Senior Volunteer citizens themselves,professional·
Program) that enables those 60 s, volunteers and other con·
years old and over to participate cerned individuals. Its coorin volunteer activities in their dinating committee is at 425 W.
community, and the Association Hedding St., Suite 204, San Jose,
Nacional
Pro
Personas California 95110.

Spa·nish-Sp~aking

Aged
Min_ority l.n Minority
population. But the Spanish· the culture. They transmit and
speaking have an average life ex· develope particular details of
pectl!ncy of 59 years. Therfore, behavior...to maintain and for?
w~ile the elderly (those over 65)
mulate values."
make up 9.5 per cent of the total
Other. studies involving
population, they comprise only Mexican-American
families
3.5 per C!!nt of the Spanish· suggest graJ!dparents are first in
speakingpopulation.
respect and deference shown to
' The 1970 census indicates that them. The father is second,
31.1 per cent of New Mexico's holding responsibility and
elderly are Spanish-speaking, authority.
Prof. Ortiz deHill indicated the
with 21,998 over 65.
"These elderly· are more Spanish-speaking elderly of New
strongly identified with and Mexico have some special
adhere to the language, norms problems.
"They live within a high·risk
and values of the culture. This
strong adherence to the Spanish population that experien'ces a
language as a mode of expression g e n e r a I p over t y I e v e 1 ,
has denied most of this discrimination and uneven
population an education," the Or· development of their community.
tiz deHill study states.
This creates unemployment, for·
The average number of years cing t.he younger population to
of schooling for the Spanish· urban settings.
speaking elderly in the Michigan
"Health problems in tbe rural
community studies was 3.5. ~etting are made worse because
Ability to read and write English of the long periods -of isolation ·
was 9 per cent, Spanish 32.3 per that often face the aged. For
cent, both 32.7 per cent., and ,, example, I'Ve heard of five or six.
neither 25.9 per cent.
.
deaths where elderly people had
"The Spanish-speakirtg in suffered .a stroke or accidentally
Michigan," she states, ":.,far injured" themselves and were
·r.emoved frorn the mainspring of found dead days later. •
the culture ... adhere to the . The gener11llack of telephone
customs, beliefs, roles, values facilities in rural areas worsens
and the ethic of family I'espon· the problem of isolation for the
sibility. They are familiar with elderly. There is also a lack of
the language, music, foods and community centers for the. aged
folk tales- all the hallmarks of in small towns and villages.
·

Remembering Old Times

SANTA FE - 1\t .86, Miguel get up in the cold and feed· the
Cortez lives alone in a tl)ree-room fire .in the stove.
house south of the Santa Fe city
"Everyone gatherl)d wood and
limits. He owns his place, and sold it to other people or used it
received $170 a month from his themselves. I would leave to the
Social Security benefits and Sup· mountains before the sun came
plemental Security Income. Most up and return with the wood
of all, he's content. ·
•
piled on my horse-drawn wagon
Corte.z (not his real name) by noon to work on my crops. I
stands 5 feet 2 and is slightly would collect wood every other
ben.t. His thinning hair is silver• day of the week. I can still
white. His round, wrinkled face remember when the s11n used to
is dominated by dark, perceptive ° C(lme up OVer the.mountains,
eyes. His hands are worn and
"I didn't have boots then, but I
veined. His smile is happy.
would wrap my feet with burlap
sacks and old clothes during the
His barely furnished home con· · . winter in order to keep my feet
tains a gas stove 11nd heater, a warm. Now that 1 don't need to
l11rge metal-framed bed, a Bible,. get woo~, I have good boots!"
s e v e r a I P i c t u r e s o f S a in t
Besides his collecting and
Christopher and one of Jesus cliopping of wood, Miguel said he
Christ and a two-foot nicho (a stayed healthy bec11use of his
box-like structure) containing a production of crops on his 45
statue of Jesus Christ- which acres of land. He obtained his
he's had "for 40 years."
land from the government in
His home was built two years 1930 after he resided one year on
ago after his original three-room, the )and. In later years he sold
a d o b e h o m e h a d t o b e the land for approximately $500
demolished. The ceiling collap· . and purchased six acres on which
sed.
he presently lives.
rt has a simple interior with
He said, "l would grow corn,
smooth, white walls and a brown beans, peas, pumpkins and
tile floor. His slippers, beside the squash on my land. Besides
bed, and tl)e smell of pipe smoke selling wood in town, I would sell
provide a .homey touch. Old fur- large cans of beans for 50 cents a
nishings contrast with the new can. '.rhe planting and harvesting
structure. The wooden, kitchen of beans .had to be done in a cer·
table, its top worn from years of tain way. I would use a wooden
use without a table cloth, holds a Rlow, which I bought from an In·
salt and pepper container and a dian, and it would be pulled by
small, battered, tin box that one of my horses .. I had three horholds his pipe.
ses then.
Pictures of his grandchildren,
along with the religious objects,
are kept close to his bed where
he spends most 9f his time either
sleepi"ng, resting or
daydreaming. Miguel expounds
on his past and present· ex·
periences.
''My past was full of hard
times," he said, "with all that I
had to do to exist. I lived on my
farmland several miles from here
with my wife, daughter and son.
lt was around 1930 which was the
same year my wife died due to
illness. Besides .working on my
land, I worked for other people
and the pay was low. I Would get
50 cents -a day, and that was still
• not enough to buy what was
needed.
.,
"Everyone had problems then,
but l'm glad I experienced all
that. Now that I'm old I'm con·
tent with the present. It's easy to
live now because the government
helps the people who don't have
enough to live. Back then, we
didn't have this help."
Stating he has been to a
hospital only once in his life,
Miguel remembers how he used
to collect and chop wood for his
iron, wood-burning stove .. He
said this would help keep him
healthy •.
"Now when I outside and see
the cold weather," he said, -''1
remember how 1 once had to cut
wood and prepare the small chips
to start the fire in my stove, The
wood-burning stove would
providti heat for the entire house
as well as heat the food. N6W I
· just turn on my heater and soon
I'm warm.
''I look at the frost on my win·
dows and I pleasantly fall asleep.
I enjoy sleeping because it's
warm inside and not cold as it
was when I used the wood·
burning stove. I would have to

''Once the bean plants
matured, I would prepare an area
which is something lik.e a
vegetable patch that· is specially
prepared.
"It is an area of land that is
flattened down by a herd llf goats
which I would rent. I would
sprinkle water over this area of
·)and as the g9ats moved in a cir·
cular fashion within this en·
elosure. After a couple of hours,
. the ground would be flattened to
a smooth and solid surface.
''The pljints which previously
had been collected were now dry
and were stacked on this surface,
They would be trampled by my
'horses as they were led in a cir·
cular fashion within this area of
JaJd. All the plants would even·
tually get crushed.
"I would use a pitchfork to
gather and toss the crushed plan·
ts in the air. Thi.s would allow the
wind to separate the beans from
the dry plants and eventually I
would end up with a large pile of
beans."
Rainfall was the only source of
water for the crops. He men·
tioned digging t.wo wells - one
reached 102 feet - and all he
. found were black rocks and no
moisture.
· "We never received too much
rain or snow for our crops," he
said, "but our major problems in·
volved worms and prairie dogs
that would eat our cr.ops. .
"I would have to -set traps to

catch the prame dogs and many · Spanish poems with fine
sometimes I would flood their un· articulation whether they be
derground homes . with water humorous or religious,
He is also gifted with his han· ·
when we were lucky .enough to
·
ds. He has the ability of a
dig.a good well."
He said trading with Indians . masseur in providing some relief
from Santo Domingo Pueblo was Qf discomfort in aching body join·
common, "We would have good ts and nerves, "The nerves tell
relations," he said, "and they you where your .problems are,"
were good to work with as well. he said, "and they need to be
The local farmers would help massaged baek to their normal
them grow and gather their position. I started this when I
crops in exchange for food was young. 1\ friend of mine
dislocated is thumb and we CQ\lld
products.
"I traded several wagons, not get to a doctor for help. I
mules and horses with Indians slowly massaged his thumb until
during that time, We became It worked itself back in place.
"I got curious then as to bow
friends because we helped each
other, They are different in many the body works. r helped other
ways and you can't ask them friends who had a twisted back or
questions because they're shoul.der and eventually I
secretive and won't answer you. I developed through experience. I
had one ask me once, 'Why do never ask for anything in return.
I just want to help them." He said
you ask questions?'
many
of his friends felt relief af·
"We also had hornos (baking
ovens) .in which we'd bake bread ter he helped them.
Miguel's son and daughter,
and corn. They were made' of
adobe bricks and each would each with a family, Jive far away
have a hole on top. We would from his home. He said some
collect firewood which would grandchildren visit more often
provide the 'beat for these ovens. than others, and he usually gets
They baked the best bread you to see most of them during
holidays or special events. ·
ever tasted."
·
Miguel is a man with his
Miguel is a religious man. He
said he received a few years of health, home, land, experience,
education in a· small schoolhouse talents, religion a~d satisfaction
when he was young •. Besides ex- of mind. He concludes, "I do get
periencing life on a farm, he is visits from my children and gran·
gifted with a variety of talents. dchildren, and I don't mind
He plays the violin and guitar-' sometimes if they don't visit. I'm
two instruments he taught him· not afraid to be alone- it's all up
self ·how to play. He ~an recite to God now."
1
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It would be a disservice to say
that all of New Mexico's elderly
are defeated. If they are experiencing hard times,' it's
nothing new. For 70, 80 years and
longer they have endured and
usually prevailed. For them, their
time is still ahara; it's just that
they could stand some company
now and then ...
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Indian Won't ~Think Old'
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World Changes,
Rancher Won't
Rockhold pauses for a moment.
His hext statement suggests the
reason he, like so many rural old
people do things like break their
own horses at the age of 82, or
continue operating active ranches at 84, or farm 250 acres or
more at age 75. "Ranchers enjoy
their type of life just 'like
someone who sits in the shade
and doesn't work," he says. He
ByJOHNTULL
laughs. "In fact, l ltnew a man
The house looks like it should o.ver in Magdalena who was 91
be on a ranch 40 miles from. town. and still goin' strong on his ranch
It is white with a screenl!d in por- up until a year and a half ago
' ch, 1111 old ~ruck sits near the back wheh he sold it. Now he's goin'
door, and there are three corrals, . crazy because he doesn't have
anything to dol" Why had the
each containing a horse.
Once the R.E. Rockhold man sold his ranch? Rockhold
residence stood alone, with no chuckled, "Cause somebody of. neighbors In sight. Now the fered him more than he {bought
houses of Belen surround it on it was worth.''
· Rockhold provided more examvirtually all sides.
Rockhold represents a kind of ples of friends of his, who are 70,
.,, , reverse of the fate changing 80, and 83 years old, and who still
times decreed for most of New get up early every morning and
Mexico's rural old people. While put in a full day's work. HA says
many have been left isolated by he agrees wholeheartedly with
the migration of younger people this type of life.
"Once you get down (or inacinto cities and towns, the suburbs of expanding Belen have tive) you'll never. get back up
again. Where many people make
eQgulfed Rockhold's residence.
Rockhold, a former owner of their mistake," Rockhold tells me
the Belen Livestock Commissio!l ''is sitting down in a rockin' chair
and now a part owner in another and given up just because they're
auction ring, is a stout man with getting a. little old." His recoma deep, friendly voice. It's late af- mendation to these people he
ternoon and he was just about says, is to "get up and go about
ready to do the evening chores, their business!"
"Why is it that many old
but be agrees t-o sit and talk
people
don't have anything and
anyway.
We talk about two women, 82 have to go on welfare and the
and 84 years old, who are still like?'' Rockhold asks. "I'll tell you
running active ranches. "Nothing why!" Rockhold says there are
wrong with that" he says, "I'll be three reasons why many old
82 my next birthday and I've people "just plain don't have
alWays broke my .own horses, anything!" The first reason he
trained 'em, rode 'em, it's gives is that "Many folks have
something to dol Ihired a·horse raised a big family and it took
breaker for the first •time this almost everything they had to. ·
year: didn't want to push my feed the children·, pay the bills,
and things like that/' Second;
luck."
People like the two women "Other people have had sickness
ranchers stay in a business, such in the family and it's taken all of
as ranching, for so long, "cause their savings and what-not just
they like. iti" Rockhold say$. to pay the hospital bills, much
·"They don't want to sit on their less the doctors!" And third
hind ends. A rancher likes to do "some people enjoy social life or
what they're doin'. They like lo drinkin whiskey and gamblin,
see their cattle and take care of which costs money, Some don't
'em. Ranchers aren't like some have e!lough, money to last and
they go broke. But it's nobody's
h' people who like to look for the
day when they can get on welfare fault but their own and they can't
say that it is!"
or Soeial Security."
jEdltors note: Since the writing
of this artiele Mr. Rockhold was
thrown from one of his horses
and he sustained broken ribs and
a broken collarbone. However,
since the accident Mr. Rockhold
has progressed rapidly to the
Ipoint that he Is now up and going
strong again.l
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ever offers him a ride anymore,"
she says, "because he doesn't
"To really understand the want to ride. It could be that he
aging Indian, people have to first doesn't want to show that he is
understand the basi.c Indian at· growing old and dependent on
titudes toward life."
the young," (The State ComSpealdn~
was
Harvey mission on aging identified a Zuni
Paymella, a young Hopi Indian Pueblo man, aged 119. He, too,
w h o coo r d in ate s Native was busy farming and refused to
American Studies at the Univer- be interviewed about his long
sity of New Mexico and ·who life.)
"There are many examples of
teaches a course on South·
western Indian Life Styles. He . elderly Indians who do much
sits at a paper-cluttered desk at more work and exercise than I
his office in the Native American would, even though I'm a Jot
Studies building behind a car- younger," says Paymella. "In
board sign that says, "Think ln- body and sould these old Indians
dian."
are a 'lot younger than many of
As Paymella talks, Indian • the students at school."
students drift into his office to
Payinella says the Indian sees
hear what he has to say, On the nursing homes and hospitals as
walls hang posters, pictures of "dying homes," places where
Indians, and designs used on India.n crafts.
people who don't have a home go
"Cultural and religious at· to die.
titudes and family ties have to be
A young man wearing a Levi
well studied to know why the jacket with an American Indian
aging people of the Indians have Movement (AIM) patch on his
problems in some areas in their•' left shoulder was in t)le room sin·
life and not in others."
ce Paymella started talking. He
(Census figures estimate that joined the conversation, telling of
there are rnore than 5,400 In· an elderly Indian woman of his
dians in New Mexico who are pueblo, who goes by the name of
over 60 years of age. Of this num- "Abuelita" (which means little
ber, 83.7 per cent are below the grandmother in Spanish), "She
poverty level, wHich compares to fell down some stairs and was
34.9 per cent of aged non-Indoan hurt bad. But she refused to be
population.)
·
taken to a hospital to be checked.
Paymella says t,hat the elderly She didn'tsay why, but you could
Indian hates for people to refer to tell she was scared to go," said
him as "old." "For example," he the young Indian
says, "for years at my home, ap
Paymella then added, "Indians
85-year-old Indian has been also believe that when the great
walking two miles from the spirit calls for a person, then he
village on the top of the hill to the should be ready to go. They don't
fields where he works all day. I .believe that injections and
once asked him if he would like to ' modern medicines should be put
ride up to the village in the car, into their bodies to extend their
He refused. He asked me what life."
did I think he was, 'old or
"If his body fails him, he
something?'"
doesn't want to fail his body,"
At .Acoma Pueblo there is an Paymella said. "That is to say,
old Indian who claims to be more when sick, they want their bodies
than lOOyears old. Every day he to get them well and not by ar·
walks 15 miles for the exercise. tifical modern medicines. He $Velma Vallo, grimdaughter of will get well by himself or his
this old man, who works with bodywillfailhim. And.ifhisbody
Emergency Food Servic11 at the fail!! liim, then it is time to go on
Pueblo, says he has been walking to the next world. To get shots or
the roads for so long that operations, is to be alive in a very
everybody knows him. "Nobody artifical world.''

(At Isleta, Pue ble Pas cuI
Jojola, who drivel! the bus for the
Meals-on-Wheels program for
the Elderly ()n that reservatipn,
takes a meal to one man who· has
been crippled since birth. Jojola
says the man is not quite 60, but
does not stay home 11nd complain
about his misfortune. And he
d()esn't use a wheel chair.
"That old guy drags himself
wherever he wants to go. He
hates for people to help him. He
drags himself into <1nd out of cars
and trucks, to the fields, and will
even take care of his few
animals." Jojola guessed "{I he
can't 'do it himself, then it
wouldn't be worth living.'')
"As an Indian gets older and
older he feels secure ii he knows
he has a home and his land to die
on," said Paymella. He says that
this is another attitude that the
Indian bas. "The Indian has
strong ties to his land and all his
life he will feel good, to know that
he does have land that he can
always return and die on. "The
aging Indian feels that the
hospital and nursing homes are
no decent place for a man to die.
By now four Indian students
have gathered in Paymella's office. Three of them wear Levi
jackets with AIM patches and
other Indian designs on them.
One wears a red head band.
Paymella asked these Indian
students if they agree with what ·
he is saying. All of them agree.
"I see very strong family ties
among the Indians of my pueblo,"
says one of the AIM members.
"It is well known that the lndian has been the' type· of person ·
to care for their own kind. It is
deemed the responsibility ·of the
family to care for their own, so
that when an Indian ages,. he expects that his family will take "'
care of him if he needs the care. If
_the family is not able to care for
. him for some reason, then the extended family automatically
takes on there!!ponsibility. Even
a son-in-law's family will at times
care for an aging member of the
family. It has just been the Indian way," the student says.

Housing: Too Little and Too Bad_·
By ELENA BER~STEIN
Imagine being shut away from
daylight for three years.
Grotestque as it sounds, that
was the fate of three aged women
who lived in the basement room
of an Albuquerque. boarding
home. One was confined to a
wheel chair, and the others were
too weak to climb the stairs.
Their meals were carried down
to them and no one cared.
While this case was unusually
dramatic (the boarding home was
closed) authorities agree that
housing conditions for the city's
needy aged are deplorable with
some 7,000 inadequately hoUsf!d.
"Many boarding homes are like
flop houses," says Barbara Menzie, director·.Of the Metropolitan
Area Agency on Aging. "The
situation was terrible when the
last study was done in 1965 and it
hasn't changed forthe better.''
Ms. Menzie points .out that
closing inadequate boarding
homes isn't a solution. 1t simply
leaves"more-old people with no

Complicating the problem is
place at all to live.
the
neighborhood, which makes
She points out that ma~y of the
elderly have only welfare ehecks . resale values low. Urban renewal
of about $145 a month to live on. and model cities relocation
Operators complain that inflated projects have been aimed at the
food prices have made it im- problem, but old residents are
possible to serve three meals a hesitant to move to new surroun·
day and provide shelter for that , dings. Other agencies, such as
price. Higher quality homes the MAAA and the Equal Op·
charge $300 a month and more, . portunity Board, eonduct projec·
The housing problem for the ts which provide help in repairs
· aged also extends to those who and r'emodeling - but these
need more care ~ in .nursing programs are limited by short
homes and to those still able to funds.
An example of what l!an be
care for themselves in their own
homes. There aren't enough nur· done .stands beside Interstate 25
sing homes to tneet demand ~ above downtown Albuquerque: 11
and they are too expensive for high-rise, low income apartment
many aged. And the home owner for the elderly called Encino
finds himself with a house which House .. Encino House has been
is also getting old in an old neigh-· filled 'since it opened, and has a
borbo()d.
two·year waiting-list of oc·
Surveys . show that in cupants. A second. low cost
Albuquerque, as in most . com· housing project for the aged will
munities,. the older population open in June and is already over·
tends to be concentrated in old subscribed.
housing areas. Their homes tend
Even though some 7,000 old
to need plumbing, heating, in· people await such housing, a
sulation and roofing repairs and third proposed project is stalled
,
to be generally sub.standatd. · · . forlack offunds.
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wife, mother, schoolteacher and If she tells a story; in English, books. Th\l Library p£ Congress Foater Gradpnrents program. ~.
0
toastmistress before retirement. another teacher can interpret the bas Pvcr ten thousand books for Designed to provide both ae• "
Retirement and aging are not Now she stays busy, beginning more difficult words for the the blind. I'm learning how to tivity and income for im· t:)
alway.s frightening words,
· her day with an exercise class at children.
· play the guitar. I'm learning poyerished older pers()ns, the '<1~
.Mrs .. Wallace's autoharp is a Spanish. And I do a lot of wood· program's only site is the New 1:"
Paul and Thelma Stoops, both the community center. The group
72, are typical of many retired learns both exercise and plus. when it's time for songs. working. I have a complete ~ood· Mexico State Hospital apd g.
•0
people in New Mexico. They relaxation, she said. "We have to Another teacher pI ay s'th e working shop in the garage,"
Training School at Los Lunas.
aren't rich, but their retirement keep vital. If we don't keep our guitar, and the children learnt()
"The main thing about
Eighty.seven senior citizens ·~
income is engough to keep them bodies up, we can't be vifal."
sing in Spanish and in English.
growing old is keeping busy," he arc paid $1.60 an hpur t() be a E!:
c()mfortable as they settle Into
Monday afternoon is set aside
continued. "I JnJ'oy everything I grandparent to the retarded
. 't'1es at th e1r
· 1eisure.
·
f or ar t 1essons at a se01or
· cen t er.
Mrs. Wallace is a. ls.o a membe.r. do. I'm J'ust 63, but I've got to children at tl\e hospital. The ..0
ac t 1v1
i-'
"Th 1s
· IS
· a par t of dece1era t'10n F
to
. aces an d fl owers are f avori··te of the State College Story face it: I'm getting older."
seniors work four hours a day for }IS," Mrs. Stoops said as she subjects for painting, and the League, whose participants tell
Mrs. Yates recruited Paul and two in the morning with one child -1
~
showed of£ her well furnished walls of her home reflect the four stories to preschoolers in the Mildred Little, both 67, with a and tw() hpurs in the afternoon
mobile home. "I don't want to years ofstudy.
public libraries. With that, a gal'• home visit. Mr. Little had heard with another.
· k any more th liD ·I
She Is
· a 1so m
· charge ()r den club, and membership in the of the RSVP program long
c0 o·k or. wor
One of the foster grand·
have to." She noted the compact newspaper publicity for the American Association of Retired before, but had not been able to mothers is 73-yenr-old · Mary
home, which she finds easy to NARFE chapter 80. There are Persons, "I'm so busy, I don't locate the group even with !Ill his Foster, whose husband died
clean, and the small kitchen that meetings and socials too, with have time to do a l()t of things I letters to ACTION. He recalled . twelve and a half years ago. She
allows everything to be within the church women's asRociation.
thought I wpuld do when 1 saying when Mrs. Yates in- applied for the ACTION program
reach. ·
There are still some things b~~,~~- like organi;~;e my cook· troduced herself, "What the hell and was hired at the pr()jects in·
ception in 1968.
".Retirement is coming down in Mrs. Stoops would like to do: fill
Another Las Cruces RSVP can I do. Get in here!"
life from work to play, and we get in at a flower shop as an extra
The retired civil engineer
,"We don't have time to worry
so enthusiastic about the play during rush seaso11s, learn to member is 63 year old Thomas began his volunteer work as a ab()ut our problems or feel
that we do too much," she rnake corsages, travel to Hawaii.
K()rsmo, who does telephone con· secretary with the Las Cruces useless," said Mrs. Foster.
laughed.
.Education can also be a tacts and home visiting for the Amateur Baseball Congress in Besides the attention to the
The mobile horne itself has fulfilling part in the life of an project. Mr. Korsmo is blind.
March 11173. Mrs. Yates and the children, the "grandparents"
been a retirement project for the elderly person. Margaret Bryant,
In one case he can claim to Congress director told him the have time for some socializing
Stoops. They sold their house in 70, is doing post-graduate studies have saved a life. When a record-keeping would .require during lunch, and the bus trip to
and from tpwn, both provided by
Albuquerque, opting for less in languages at the University of housebound man he. calls did not only four hours a week.
answer the telephone for the
"I knew he was lying to me," the hospital. Free health
house and yard space to care for ·New Mexico- just for fun.
at a mobile home site near the '
"lt gives me an incentive to third time that day, Mr. Korsmo said Little; "I knew Patsy was examinations are alsp a l,leneiit.
city's fringes. The mobile home keep my mind alive to what's called Mrs. Yates. Police came to lying to me. I knew there. was
Director Nick Carrasco
park is a small community in it- going on. around me," she said of check for trouble, and the man more work than that involved."
praised
the program for its inself, with an activities center lor her continuing education.
was taken to the hospital with a
Last year the Baseball .
dividualized
attention to the
Mrs. Bryant started her severe hemorrage that would Congresshad46teams.Thisyear
residents.
children,
many
of whom are state
Stoops spent 36 years.in gover- college career with noon hour have killed him if not stopped 51 will be organized. "I'm putting
wards,
he
said,
and receive no
nment work,. finishing as a classes while she worked as within the hour.
.
in 60 to 80 liours a week now, un·
visits
frorn
relatives.
He said the
criminal investigator for the U.S. secretary to the State. Fair , "That's the purpose of the til we get busy next month," said
toster
grandparents
respond
well
Immigration and Naturalization manager office. She didn't even whole program," said Korsmo. Little.
in
the
program,
too.
Many.
come
"It's the best paid job I ever
Service. The work was deman- think of a degree until she saw ''If these people have a problem,
one
ding, h_e said, and the pressure she only had a few more hours to we get help for them. But mostly had," said the baseball secretary, as recent widows, and
woman,
he
said,
came
in
the even caused a heart attack a few go. Her majol' was Spanish.
. it's just talk. I've made a lot of w h., s e. act i v it i e s inc 1u d e
black
dress
she
wore
to
her
1
yearsbefore·retirement.
' '···' '"I.don't•want t~J ju!Wllit in'll"·nice··friends out"'·ol'thern. And f!Crounging equipment and gethusband's
funeral:
"Now
she's
"After retiring, I was kind of rocking chair. I need something they help me, too. I get a lot or tingpublicity for the teams. "The
lost the first .five or six months," to fill my life. I just have to keep pleasure out of it - something biggest pay you can get is laughing. She even took off the
black dress.'' There were three
he said. "Your life is so much occupied."
fo~ me to do."
recognition from. these kids.''
marriliges
among this group in
more planned for you when
Now her Italian class is a real
Mr. Korsmo's attitude isn't the
While Little does the recordthe
past
year.
you're working."
boon to her interest in opera. She product of an automatic ad· keeping, his wife crochets for •
At the time he retired, Stoops' is active with church work and a justment to old age and blind· charity. One organization raffled
Many of the seniors care for
hobbies included photography, garden club. "I'm never at Iiess. When he first began to lose off a tablecloth she made, earning children who a~e. 119~-am},lul~tory
rose gardening and leathercrafts. home,'' she said. "Any morning of his sight five years ago, he could • about eleven hundred dollars. and cannot speak. But Mrs.
T~at had be.en enough to keep theweek,l'mnotathome.''
not accept the change. He spent Now the Baseball Congress Foster said, "They understand
h1!D busy while working, but not
These retirement activities twoyearsofmisery,thenwentto hopes to gain about five hundred more than you think. They don't
Wt~h the added time after
help fill the void created when a rehabilitation center in Arkan· dollars from an afghan Mrs. Lit- have to say anything. We know,"
retirement.
.
. her husband died three years sas, "where they teach you how tie is making.
The rocking chair is being'
To keel! busy, Stoops a~ded a ago. Mrs. Bryantalsotravelsand to be blind.''
.
"If it's for an organization, I thrown away, or at least put
~ew ~or~ mterests to the list. ~e corresponds with friends she met
"I've found that blindness is no don't mind doing it. If it was an aside for later use, by many of '
1s ac~tve m Cha~ter 80 ofthe New on a trip to Spain. She keeps a handicap," he said. "I walk three individual, I wouldn't want to do the older New Mexico ones.
Mexico F~derat10n of C~ap~ers of hand in local politics, in memory miles a day. l clean my house, do -it without a price on it - and II' These people have found a way to
the.Natlonal Association of of her husband, who had a deep my own washing, [do macrame, I pretty big one.
·contribute to the community and
Ret1red Federal Employees interest in civic af(air.s.
play bridge, I play dominoes. I
ACTION sponsors another to their own well-being during
INARFE), and spe~t a year .and a
V?lunteer opportunities create read a lot - we have talking program in New Mexico, the the later years.
half as second vtce prestdent. a wide range of roles for senior
Now he is chairman of the citizens. Over a thousand older
legislative committee. In that persons are active in the Retired
capacity he has appeared before Senior Volunteer Program
various state legislative and ad- (RSVP) in New Mexico. The
ministrative bodies as priorities program is nationally sponsored
·~
on aging were presented.
by ACTION, a .federal agency
!
Also with NARFE, Stoops formed by a combination of
became a volunteer to help low existing federal volunteer
ineome earners prepare state and programs.·
federal inoome tax forms. He
The Las Cruces .RSVP project
worked at the Los .Ranchos · is -supervised by Patsy Yates,
Center.
in who explained tJtat the progr!'m
Satellite
Albuquerque's North Valley. "I tries to recruit Isolated seniors
felt that I was helping people for volunteer positions.
more there than anywhere else," · Mrs. Jessie Wallace is an
he said.
. .
. example of the· latter type.
A small room in the mobile Retired only a year and a half
home holds S~oops' leathet work. from her job .as a . director of
He teaches !eat~ercrafts at an Christian education in her churAibuqilerque Senior Citizen Cen- ch, the 76 year old Mrs. Wallace
ter one day a week. He also plays now volunteers , in. the child
pool with a friend every af- development program~ at East·
ternoon at the mobile home com.- side Community Center in Las
munity center, raises chrysan- · Cruces.
themums and a small garden on
Stories, games, arts and crafts
his mobile home lot. The Stoops are taught to the city's Spanishusually reserve two evenings a speaking youngsters. The "' ..... f'.Ff',.i!"i''"
week. for playing cards at the · program is given bilingually, and
communitycenter..
Mrs. Wallace thinks so pleasanMrs. Stoops was bu~y. as .a Jly,that, "It'&j)lat~:a~y,~p.J'ihEllll.':
;;_, ...
.
.
..
By GEO.RGIA DILLON
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Are Elderly In New Mexipo·lgnored?

By DICK: K:ELLEHER
programs aren't providing the
What's being done for the old services to the growing numloers
people in New Mexico? The an- of el<lerly that they should. She
swers range from plenty,
cited the federally funded
through not enough, to almost nutritional prog:ram. This
nothing.
program provides hot lunches to
Through the state, at least 20 .:-Iderly in seven New Mexico
different 'agencies and projects, counties, leaving 25 counties
both public and private, exist, at witl10ut a way of providing the
least in part, to help ,meet the elderly at leaat one balanced
needs of the elderly. But many of meal a day.
them are either short-term or exMrs. Wood said that "less than
perimental, while others are too three per cent of the nation's old
small to help more than a few of ·are being served these lunclics"
those who need their services. ·
and about the same percentage
K :Rose Wood, director of tho holds for Now Mexico. She said of
New Mexico Commission on thestate's117,000elderly, 10,000
Aging, said she feels that sh~uld be receiving meals. But

currentlv only about 1,600 per•
sons received the service state·
wide..
A~ked why t.his and other
programs reach· so few of the old1
Mrs. Wood said, "Congress and
the administration are the
miser y mer c h a n t s to t h !!
elderly." She says that federal,
state and local governments
aren't Jiving up to their
obligations to aged citizens.
"Until the last legislative
S!!Ssion (in New Mexico), the
state has never given a damn
nickel" to the service agencies
for the aged. Nor have most of
the cities.
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About a dozen cities have
Senior Citizen Centers, •In
A I b u que r que,
private
qrganizationsandtheCityParks
:Recreation Department help to
run these centers where elderly
people go to use work shops,
m!!et fri!!nds, have danc!!s and
listen to lectures. These s~Jnior
centers are usually run with
federal money and matching funds from local organization~·
A major concern of persons
who work with such programs is
reaching people who may want to
use them.
The Metropolitan Area Agency on Aging in Albuquerque is
the largest planning, eoordinating and referral agency in
the state, Along with Coordinated Action for Senior Adults,
Inc. (CASAl and UNM's Institute
of Social Research and Development (ISRAD), Metro Triple A
puts out a booklet of over 200 service.s available to the elderly and .
which organizations offer them in ·
Bernalillo County.
The Economic Opportunity
Board, Metro Triple A, and a few
other organizations list thems e I v e s as providing- t ran.
sportation. But EOB and Metro
usually have their vans tied up.
during the noon hour because of
the nutritional lunch program
and there's often not enough
facilities to meet needs.
The most important state
public assistance program is the
Supplementary Security Income
(SSI). This program is designed
to supplement social security
benefits and cover persons not

e)egible for the federal checks.
SSI is operated through the
Social Security Administration
andisastate-runfederal
program.
Another form of assistance is
food stamps. A large portion of
th!! state's 117,000 eld!!rly are
elegible for the stamps. Almost
anyone who makes l!!ss than $250
monthly income is also elegible.
Both· the Social Security Ad·
ministration and the state have
programs to assist in the health
field. Medicare will pay about
two-thirds of doctor, hospital and
medicine bills. The state
"medicaid"
program sup·
plementsthis.
.
In the legal field, the Senior
Citizen Law Office; run with the
help of federally-funded Legal
Aid program, provide counsel for
the indigent aged.
Thevisitingnursesprogramof
the EOB provides nurses to visit
a person needing medical supervision or medication in their
home.
Retired Senior Volunteer
Program (RSVP) uses elderly in
a number of programs in which
their talent§ and energies can be
harnessed. A similar program,
called SCO:RE, for Senior Core of
:Retired Executives. This group
gives g'u ida n c e to 1 o c a I
businessmen and operates from
the office of the Small Business
Administration in Albuquerque.
Unfortunately, many of these
programs operate only in
Albuquerque and a few other
larger New Mexican communities.

KUNM. Hopes to Broadcast
From Crest This Summer

Chinese.
Culture
Center

.

.

By Louis Tcmpkin

KUNl\1' hopes, to be broadcasting to an audience of
?Y the enrl of the summer, Sharon
Insh, Ktl'NM stataon manager, said.
KUNM, the student radio station which broadcasts
on a freq;~~ency of 90.1, has be~n trying since 1968 to
move thear antenna and transmatter to Sandia Crest.
"Last summer, KUNM applied to the Federal
C_ommunications Commission (FCC) for a construelion permit Originally, Irish said, KUNM was going
to build a building wath three other stations in which
to loc11te our transmitter.
"ln the fall, KPAR radio offered KUNM use at no
charge of its transmission tower for KUNM's radio
antenna. Last February, KUNM got access to
KNM·~'s (Channel 5) building to house their
transmatter.
"About ten days ago, we filed an <Jmendment to our
application for a construction permit notifying the
FCC of our intention to use KNME's building and
KPAR's tower, rather than building structures of our
own," Irish said,
"In theory, we ought to be high and dry. However,
there's a chance KOB might still contest it.
"I'm not sure why Hubbard Broadcasting is op4~0,000 hsteners

posed to KUN.M mo.ving up to the Crest," she said.
"It's .known though, that KMYR, KHFM, and
KDEF-AM all would !ike to move there and 1
suppose that even though KUNM can't be considered
KOB's competition, that if KUNM gets to the crest it
possibly would make it easier for them to get there."
Once KUNM's move to'the crest is completed, the
station's broadcasting area wi!l cover a large p11rt of
tile state and would reach about half the population
of the state, approximately 450,000 people ..
Th~ move· to the crest is necessitated by the
bualdmg of large structures near campus which intcrfere wi!h KUNM's transmission signal. Presently,
KUNM s·.antenna is located on top of the Student
Union Buj]ding.
·
·.
"Jfwe got up there by this summer," Irish said, "we
wouldn't have to deal with 27 foot high snow drifts
and could be ready by the fall semester."
"Hubbard Broadcasting has thirty days from the
receipt of our amendment to reply. If we haven't
heard anyt~ing by the end of May, our next step is to
get people m Washington hustling for us. If nothing is
forthcoming by June, it would be appropriate for us
to hire a .lawyer if necessary and get II through. At this
point,"lrish said, "it cheaper for us to just wait."

268-7023

DON'T FORGET!! WE HAVE FINE,
UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE GRADUATE.!
QIJAUTY f'll'liS FOR Tllll
fllSCiliMINATING It !lAO

GAMES 1r< P~ZZ~!;S

Q!AII·O~r. 1

~

ON f,QF·A· ~~ ND-G If'TS

IN THE

WYOMI~

MALt.

..
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Have A Job Yet?
1. How would you like to get paid
$984 per month this summer?
2. A job which will compliment·
your major?
3. Get in some traveling?
.

Apply

ElGIE· UIIIT. IIC.

There are about a dozen senior citizen centers in
Albuquerque, providing the elderly .with a place ta go.
Various forms of activity are available, including games,
dances, lectures; crafts and just a place to mef!t friends or
have a chance to meet new ones.

CALL 296·0710
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3y Dnn Butl~r
, It's appropriute that Herl>ert
Marcuse comes to Albuquerque
just as Ameri0a'.s longest war is
endin)l, th;•t he speakes on camous
oniy miles away from J<.irthind
Base and the nuclear weapons faci, lity of the Air Force, and that he
visiis this impoverished state at a
time of unemployment and inlla·
tion, these, as Marcuse would in·
sist, are a part of the price we pay
for the domination of the military
and the cold-war policies so long
pursued.
Marcuse himself has always
made philosophy a matter of prac•

tical .:onctrn, cunfronting the ·actual with t!lc ideal, and consistently
crilicized what seems to be real by
the standMri of the rational ideal.
His work has given neiv life' to the
philosophy of liberation learned
from MarK and Hegel. Marcusc's
books include a critique of bureaucratic contributions to aesthetics,
social theory and history of philosophy.
Reason 'and Revolution
Hegel descrioed history as the
story of human liberty. The most
historical of all philosophers, he
surveyed history as a continuing
conflict of ideas and forces-a

I BOREDWALK

5¢

'

.

.f

Confronting Actual and Ideal
Matter of Practical Concern

.. .. <j, ....... " " .. , . "

Open
Saturdays

Drnn1a: A joint production of
various departments of theatre arts
called "Pronhecy to the Wind," an
orginal production, will be pre~en
ted Friday and Saturday night~.
8:30 pm: will also run next weekend, May 8, 9 and 10.
Drnrna: The UNM English
department will present Harold
Pinter's "The C;1retakcr" at the
Humanities Theatre, tomorrow
thru Sunday, 8:J:i pm, $1.50 admis·
sion.
Drama: The Albuquerque Little
Theater will rresent Mark Miller's
"Ginger in the Morning," 8 pm
·
tomorrow and Friday night,
Drama: The University of Albll·
q. uerque will present ''Story Theatre" by Paul Sills. Children w.ill
enjoy this play, although it is not
just for them. Friday thru Sunday,
8 pm; Stage I.
Music:· The UNM Collegiate
Singers will present "An Entertain- .
ment Extravaganza'', 8: 15 pm
Friday.
Music: UNM Jazz band, 4 pm,
Rodey Theatre.
·Music: Student recital, Mark
Rush, violin, tomorrow evening, 8
pm, Keller Hall.
Music: Student recital, Mart he
Rowe, Bruce Douglas, voice,
Friday, 4 pm, Keller Hall.
· Music: Student recital, Steve.
Means, trombone, Friday 8 pm·,
Keller Hall.
Music: Student recital, Ma·rk

/

ll ~
Herbert Marcuse speaks •nr•:n>•• 8 p.m., SUB ballroom.
Grap)llc by George Coston

•

Need A Ride?
(or a rider?)

Want to Sublet?
(renter-rentee!)

Lighten Your Pack!
{sell it with classifieds!)
!)

LAST 2 DAYS!
Next week is closed week. the last Daily Lobo for
thi~ semester will be published· this friday, lVlay 2.
If you need to use classified advertisingDo 'it today

struggle that moves through the
triumph of reason.
Marx agrees with Hegel, but em·
pltasized the practical side of the
struggle, .insistmg that merely in tellectual freedom is not fully
freedom. He drew the conclusion
from Hegel's work that the. time
Ita~ come to the world, by struggle
to raise man from the realm of
necessity to the realm of freedom.
For over 40 years Marcuse has
taught on these themes, reinterpreting Marx and Hegel, joining sociology with philosophy, and
eKamining the. march of events in
this century. The 1930's and the
rise of fascism brought him from
Germany to America, and here he
stayed-continuing that study of in-

dustrial society, capitalism, militarism, and liberation begun in the
30's with his colleagues of the
Frankfurt
School
of social
research. .
Marcuse taught. at Brandeis and
at the Universitplf Californin, San
. Diego; one of his pupils at Bran·
deis was Angela Davis. In contrast
to . much academic philosophy,
Marcuse is not a hair-splitting logi·
cian, but an advocate of liberation·
-more worth hearing than any .
other philosopher ,I can think of.

Da th• Trick

·This Mother's, Day send a Sweet
Surprise. A chtuminiJ bouquet of
colorful Dowers. Or the SWP.et
Surprise 11, a planted !Jarden with
Dower tJccents. &chis in a hand..
painted keepsake inspired by tradi·

... """'"'""'"""~We2/ send it almost lUIY- 4.1
when, by wire the FTD ~·

,,
way. Call or visit today;
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214 Central SW 7600 Mcnaul NE 3700 Central SE

Pepino's on Central

-$100 MinimumMarron Hall Rm 131

5pm to 6pm

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

25 ¢ Rum & Cokes
.

Your elected officials of the - Graduate Student
Association;-· Mr. Stan Reed,, President, and the
Graduate Student CouncU, who tax you $9.00 per
semester for services, have decided not to contribute to cultural programming ~or next year.

Stop In And Look through Our Fantastic Selection Of
Shirts, Pants, and Jackets That Just Arrived.
We've Got A Fantastic Selection!

Shirt or Pants - $5.

RED HOT PANT·s·

3:00-6:00 .
Keg Beer en-id Taps
available
1720 Central SE
242-2151

'
'

.

n

I

If you are unhappy with this develbptnent we
suggest you register ybur protest with the G.S.A. office located at the North End of the first floor· bf
the Student UQion Building, Telephbne: 277-3803,
or' write a note to G.S.A, SUB Campus. Your
protest may _influence the new council which will be
elected next semester,
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I Viva La Fiesta!

Separate
non·smoking
section

The red, white
& green striped
shop across

from Yale Park.

Smile, and say 'hi' to the Grinder Man

0

0

I

. . . and he'll give you a coupon good for
a free soft drink when you buy a full
grinder (art Italian submarine sandwich).
Watch for him qn campus starting today.

The Grinder Factory

~

"'!:!:

This means that Graduate Students will not be
given student discounts to any Popejoy Hall Event
effective Sept. 1. You will have to pay full ·public .
prices if you wish to attend any of the many fine
programs 'scheduled for the 75-76 season.

FridayAftf!!rnoon Special
Delicious·lmported Cheese
And French Bread
For Your Pleasure

1]

A

Important Message to
Graduate Student Patrons

FIESTA SALE
.

4:30-6:00

B
L
L

111D Harvard SE 266-3232
..
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-lOc per word-

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur.

oh

at

POPEJOY· HALL

Attitude Adiustment Hour
Daily.

,....,,

"Duiry'
Chlt!ibefn);tid, r, 7 and"' ~!.!...----=-·~~,_...:_.:!......--:....;
10 pm. Frid;~y: ''Garden of the
Finzni Continis," 7, 9 and lldlm.
'8ask~tballs - · Footballs
Saturday: "King of Marvin ,arBaseballs Softballs
dens," 7, 9 and II pm.
Tennis Balls-Volleyballs
Crnfls: The Spring crafts ~~~ir will
Soccqr Balls - Golf Balls
be held May 8 al\d 9 on the UNM .
mall, 9 am-4 pm. Regristrntion is
now being held in the crnfts shop,
PEDAL 'N
SUil buscmcnt,.$2 fee.
Workshop: A workshop in begin3025 Central Ave, NE
ning photography will be held
(By The Lobo Theatre)
today, 4:00-5:30, in the Crans
256-989~
Slwp. SUB basement. No fcc, no
matcri.als required.

Youtry, baritone horn, Saturday, 4
pm, Keller H~!ll.
Music: St11dcnt recital, Randy·
Field, pianq, Saturday, 8 pm, Keller Hall.
Music: Student recital, Edwina
Beard, organ, Sunday, 8 pm, Keller
Hall.
Concert: Strawbs and Richie
Haven, presented by ASUNM- ~============~~~~
PEC 8:25 Popejoy Hall.
·
Poetry: ASUNM-GSA presents
Harris Shiff in the Anderson Room
of Zimmerman Library, 8 pm
tomorrow.
Lecture: "Radical philosopher"
Herbert Marcusc will speak at the
SUB ballroom 8 pm tonight.
. Re;~dings: "The Jim Buck Tucker
Bag Succotash Universal Submarine Jug Band and Basketball
Chorus Line" and "Readings by
Honors Center Marathon Reading
Society" will do what they do
Friday
the Honors <::enter
Lounge, 1:30-3:30 pm.
Film: "Magical Mystery Tour,"
the Beatles TV film, will be shown
Saturday night at the SUB
ballroom, 7, 9. II pm and possibly
1. am.
. Film: A movie about photographer Edward S, Curtis will be
shown at 7 and 9 pm in the Kiva
tonight. The film will have footage
shot by Curtis around the turn of
the century. and is called "The
Shadow Catcher." Graduate stu·
dents and Kiva Club members free,

Friday, May 2nd

OKI.E' OWN

fifty cents for the rest of us.
Music: Albuq.uerquc Youth
Symphony, PoJlCJOY Hall, Saturday, 8:15pm.
Purty: KRST radio's listener ap·
prel!iution party will be held this
Sunday at Santa Fe Downs. Special
guest, Willie Nelson. Starts a( 10
am.
Music: Sigm:1 Alpha Iotn Szholarship benct1t performance. Mooday, May 12, Keller Hall,
Film ut H1c SUH: Tonight,
with M. Caine and M.
7 and 9 pm. Tomorrow:
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Baseballers Bag Ags

By Harold Smith '
Spring may never come. Out the
UNM baseball team is completing
the last laps of an arctic marathon.
After losing three games to WAC
rival Arizona in Tucson, the Bob
Leigh-led Wolfpack came b11ck to
Lobo P ield yesterday and managed
to squeeze past its downriver count.erpart, NMSU. The doubleheader
played in F ebnwry-like weather
(although this year it was warmer
in February) produced two Lobo
victories, 4-2 and 6-5.
....t .••
In the first game about 35
· summer-clad spectators sought the
sun and· sorne repression-reviving
baseball. However, w.ith goose
~
bumps on their bare ~ellulite legs,
r:\~'il
the fans had to endure so-so baseball and icy winds.
_
The 'initial inning sa}V the two
ZUI SAN PI! ORO, H,l!,
instate squads bat thc.ir way to a
ALeUQUI!ItQUI!, JIII!W MI!'XICO 17 I I 0
2-2 deadlock. In the fifth, though,
PHONE 266-8113
the horne team drove in Phil
Strassle to break the tie. Strassle
was pinch running for Rob Ogle.
The RBI was allocated to shortstop
Bill Smith.
Just a few minutes later Jan
South crossed the' wooden penta·
Living at the
gram for the fourth run. Number
16, Ron Smith "pinged" the ball
College Inn is
off his alumimum bat for the RBI.
Like Getting
Aggie pitcher Grady Oxford lost
· } his first game of the year with ·the · Away From It All.
) defea~. Kent Seaman, now 7-4,
; took the win.
· · i · hi the second contest the sa-ndFrom all those domestic
J'
.... :.. .,.. _,~ .. -..;, ....• '-.:.
. ~-- .. . .:-...... 1:>-:... -) laden gusts gained strength, and
chores, we mean. We do the
Photos by Randy Builder the Lobo dugout began to cheer in
shopping, cooking and cleaning
order to keep the blood circulating.
NMSIJ's. Jqy. Minturn, brother
Don Miller pitched the first 4
(we
even make your bed). But .
Mark Hiller crossed the plate three
of former LOBO editor Mike 1/3 innings of the NMSU-UNM times in this game. He was only put
while you've got that faraway
Minturn, lost the second game of·· second game. Hywas replaced by out once, in the third inning. The
feeling, remember that the
College Inn is · only .a short
the Lobo-Aggie doubleheader, ·but Pat Beilsmith.
out occurred on his dash to second
three-block walk to campus.
after Lloyd Thompson knocked·
it was close, 6-5.
(No parking, .no commuting, no
one at the pitcher, who ,promptly
gas.) Both buildings are comfielder-choiced it to· the numberpletely cered, too. Now is the
two bag.
best time to think about where
•
•
The Aggies gave the Lobos a
Tomorrow the Daily LOBO the y~ar, one man and one woman. scare in the seventh; and final inyou want to live this summer or
sports staff will. qtn the annual
Wrtters Needed: FIThc sports ning when after two outs they jumf?ll Drop by at 303 Ash N.E.,
UNM Lobo players of the year as st~ff needs someo.ne, preferably . ped from a 4-3 deficit to a .5·4 lead.
or call243-288l
determined by our reporting three- wtth at least Jounahsm 2~ I exper~·, The offense came throug.h for the
some of Harold Smith, Del Jones ence, to cover the women s athletic Lobos however as Hiller and
and Jo Lopez.
beat for next year. If interested Thompson score'd. Hiller started •
please caome to the newsroom, the wrap•up seventh with a' windThe players will represent the Marron H~ll room 138•• Ask for the aided triple.
.
best from the II men's sports and sports ed1tor. Even 1f. women's
the eight women's sports. The male athletics is not your bag, come in.
The lanky Sandia Hi&h gr!!d pitand female MVPs will also be. There's plenty of beats for every- cher for NMSU, Jay Mmturn, ;was ·
~p_ri_n_w_d__
al_o~ng~·-w_it_h_._th_e_c_o_a_ch_e_s_o_f__b_o_d~y_.______~----~th~e~l~o~se~r~·---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Some athletes never have to make thnt final crucinl
decision, They're the speci!llists, just one· sport for
them, .
B\lt for UNM first baseman Mike Pcttenuzzo, it
wasn't that easy. He had to make the choice between
football and baseball. "! suffered a knee injury in
1973 against Colorado State !llld did some serious
thinking. I decided that my future was in baseball and
so I told Coach (Bill) Mondt that I was just going to
play baseball," Pettenuzzo said.

Mike was coming off a strong season with the Lobo
football squad in' 1973, too, intercepting three passes
and accounting for 49 tackles, 17 unassisted, from his
safety position . .,\Jut his baseball interests hud been
instilled for a lor,g time, "My dad had a try out with ~
Jhe St. Louis Bt,o~ns and also used. to play softball.
He had worked w1th me for a long time. ever since I
could walk, he had a baseball in my hand. I owe a lot
. tohim," Mike said.

. ..

~.cern~

MVPs-·To Be Chosen

...... ,

The

,·,

Salazar's ·
Plenty of Boots Arriving
This Month

·'!

.....
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End of Semester
Special!

$1. 0.. 00 ·oFF

In the Red Hots Pants Mini·Mall
Across from Galles

The UNM basketball team has
always seemed to have had depth
problems (with the exception of
last year). Either it has good guards
and a mediocre. front line, or a
Minniefield, Long or Daniels
dominates squad with no one to
bringthe !laU 1.1pcourt. This ye!lr the
front line and the backcoutt were
comparatively non-existent. ·
But, as the old saying goes,
4 "maybe next year." And next year
· · it could very well be. Coach Norm
Ellenberger announced Friday that
three junior-college transfers
would be enrolling at UNM in the
fall.
The three include . 6-S Larry ·
Forte from Lakeland Community
College in Mentor, Ohio, and 6·8
Larry Gray and 6-7 George Berry

1708 Central SE .

The great,-extraordinariJ,
marvelous
bestseller

The biggest adjustment in the switch to first base,
Mike said, was in the way he handled the ground ball.
"I really had to learn how to charge the ball and keep
my body in front of it. My coach told me if I could
just knock the ball down, I would be able to get the
man out," he said.

from Complon Community Col•
lege in Compton, Calif.
"With the addition of Forte,
Gray and Berry to Lobo basketball," Ellenberger said, "this will
enable us to move junior Mike
Patterson into the pivot both offen-

sively . and defensively where he
played in high school.
"The pivet is a position he is
more suited to and familiar wilh."
The primary asset to the acquirements is the added heighth the trio ·
will bring, Ellenberger said.

The ASUNM Speaker's Committee
presents
the final lecture of the series.
•

**********

"For the rationale of their revolt the young
radicals of the New Left are turning to

HERBERT MARCUS£
Announces

SPEAKING ON
"The Failure Of The New Left".

A

IEIEIT SAb&:
Author c)f.

•

Sandals
•BLUE
eWHITE
eRED
eBONE .
eBLUE DENIM

Now in paperback!

Ellenberger Adds Three Transfers
To Supplement 75-76 Front Line

14.95palr

Dark. rough out harness boot.
Long-wearing sole .
reg. $33.98
now $23.98

Photo by Rick Wilson

Mike Pettenuzzo, UNM's hitting sensation crosses
home plate during the Lobo-Albuquerque Duke
game, See story right.

Step into the comfortable life
.with Scholl Exercise Sandals
•.. , the patented, orlglnalexer•
else ~andal. Exclusive toe-grip pro•
vldes natural exercise for your teet,
helps tone muscles. Made of smooth,
!jC~tped beechwood with flat or
ra1sed heel. Sizes 4 to 10.

No.2

kansas three times in the future
with the first game in Little Rock
on Sept. 17, 1983,
Games are also scheduled for
Sept. 26, 1987 and Sept. 29, 1990,
both in Lit lie Rock.

Last season Pettenuzzo earned All-WAC honors as
.an outfielder while hittin~ at a .363 clip. He also led
the team in runs batted m with 46, and home runs
with seven.

Haaray far lhe camlarlahle
life ... KelW\\ 'ie.d. V~ffiffififwfffPBJfjlf'l.r,;l

Boots-Sales & Service

Pettenuzzo

Ar.knnsus Razorbacks scheduled.
Collegiate footbilll schedules
arc made well into advance and the
future schedules at UNM are no
CXI.'Cption.
The Lobos will be meeting Ar•

4819 CENTRAL NE

One Dimensional Man
Eros And Civilization
·Reason And Revolution

T111s Mother's Day send a Sweet
Surprise. A charming bouquet of
.colorful lloviers. Or the Sweet
Sutptise II, .a piiHited tJarden with
Dower accents. Each is in 11 bondpainted keepsake inspired by ttadl-'
tion.
. •send
co.loru.
bakeware-We 71a1
lt 'a/
almost
IJII,Y•
,
where by wire the FTD
·
woy. CaJJ or visit today;
.'

•

<'ltltiRmirAWUCH<f'UJIHST

3700 Central SE 214 Cent~al SW 7600 Menaul NE

.

'

-

WEDNESDAY APRIL 30th
The New Woodward Hall
8:00PM UNM Students- Free

..

Due To the. Fire Next DoorAll of .Our Spring Clothes
Will Go On Sale At Our
Monte Vista Shop. Only.
2937 Monte Vista NE
Sale Begins Sat., May 3rd
2937 Monte Vista NE
(On The Triangle)

'
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FURNISIIED APA~TME~T.
1% bloc'ks
from UNM. Call ;:IJ 6•5029•
5/2
ON CAMPUS. $60 deposit. $60 per month,
June 2 to Aug. 10. 801 Ynlq NE, Glenn.
247·0055.
5/2
BEDROOM ANU DATH, fur.t.,. 4. blks.
from :Ued l:lchooJ. Share meale, garden.
$8b, utlls. Included. 277·4107,
· 5/1
ROOMMATE. Sllare houce with gr~
~tudents. $60/mo. Near UNM, 842-0266.
4/30
FURNISIIED 2 bedroom apartment $150
p~us utilities 1902 Gold SE, 265-2069.
5/2
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED !or
summer $60/month Jllus utilities, Fran•
ccs. 2~6-2700,
• 5/2

PERSONALS

DLUEGRASS with the Big River Doys at
tho ASUNM Old Dooksf:Qre Coffeehouse
Sat., May 3/ 8 p.m.
6/2
GAY an1J need to tAlk with gay people?
Drop by Mcsa Vista 2027 or call Juniper, 277·2564. Sun. 2:30 PM .. 11 PM;
5/1
· Mon.-Sat. 7 PM • 11 P,M
SUMMER APARTMENT WANTED fur•
nlshed. Small sublet for couple, 0. Kol•
lelj 1436 Unlv. Terr. #614, Ann Arbor,
Mt. 48104. • (313) 602·2123.
5/2
IT IS DANGEROUS to know, but it Is
more dangerous not to know. We don't
have all · the answers, but ma)l'be to•
gether we can try to flnd some solutlona.
6/2
AGORA 277-8013,
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Dlrthrlght.
247-9819.
tfn

2)

. "'

t:: d':~n~i~acle~rpc~rd::.

minimum charge tor ads published five
or more consecutive dQa with no
.
refund.
Tenna: Pamumt must be made In fuU
prior to Insertion of advertls.nnent.
Where: Marron lJalll rm •. 182 .
qr &, mcJU
0iuslfted Advertlalntr
UNM P.O. Box ZO
Albuquerque, N.M. 87181 '

l)

=.,

fb

Batat: lOt per word per day with a

D.

t I IH ,., •• ' I

8 DEDROOM FURNISHED HOUSE !or
·•
· ..
"·
'4 ·
2.3 mont 11s this. summer. LlU!h back·
yard,
utiHtf:Sbl~ f~rc;roollOIIe O~l cc.nr
1
39•.....,_...... · 11 a, · · mo. · 5/Z

ADVERT
I.S J· N. G
.

0
cY:l

'C

.

LARGE DED/SITTING ROOM, lcltchea
prfvlllges, home garden. $90 month include utiUtlcs. Lil 247·4226, eves. 3445/2
4849.

'rio/sK~~~n~pjkf l!o6,!J8~~~1~~fu:l:. ,.. C~?~g~~~~fh~Pf:!:~;:,ni~~~t~silv~.' 'A~ft~Ktn ~;:s~~~ ~~do~~n-~~~~~~
Call 265·8618 after 5 :00 p,m,
1>/2
-·
.
~
R001r1MA.TE TO SIIARE 2-bdrm houae.
Clo8e io l.1nlvcrslty, $90, .266.5177. 4/30
GOING llOME , •• ~ent a Ryder Tntck

Sunbeam 8407 Centr!ll NE.
tfn
'
.
1973 DMW 750, 7500 mUes. $2200, 1967
Dodge Van rebuilt engine, 1969 Dodge
~~~. w/aink, Icebox, !old-ou,t bed. fJfS.

and student ID. ·
4/80
KAClUNA. APARTMENTS. DeluXe · l·
bdrm ~urn'fthed, $11lb/mt-. utilities fn,.
"'
,
eluded. 301 Harvard SE, 201i·6 8'" 8• 2
bllm from UNM.
tfn

BICYCLES ;FOR SALE. Lara-est selection
at lowest prices on Gitane Liberia,
ZeUs, and twenty other of the world's
finest makes, Used bikes from $30, New
bikes from .$90. WORLD CHAMPION
BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Place SE, 8489378,
ttn

1

~8~a ~~l~l~'::':~ul: ~~~:A;;th7 ~~~ ll

S) FOR SA.LE.

OLD Mffi.AGES, 1949-1970 $1.00 each,
lloom 132, Marron Hall.
OLD LODOS on sale for 10c each, Rin.
132, Marron HaD.
VOLVO & VOLKSWAGEN WORK. Reasonablo »rices, Foreign Auto Servfce,
6121 Gibson SE, 205·6124.
ttn
CHARLIE ROMERO. Unique gold and
diamond wedding rings. 293-6901. 5/2
.ANTIQUE SPRING CLOTHES, antique
furniture, aunts, Photographs1 accesaorles. The Silver Sunbeam. 3t0~
Central NE,
tfn

1909 BMW 2002 needs bodY and enlfine
repair. $900, 881..()913.
5/2
SKI . TOURING & .BACKPAOKING
equipment from tho Jlrofessfonal's at
the Trail Haua Sales, l'cntals, service,
and clinics, Since 1967, Wew Mexico's
leading aki touring cente~Trail Haus,
5/ 2
1031 San Mateo .SE. 256·9190.
ARTLEY FLUTE. Good condition, f76,00.
881-6512.
8/2
OAR STEREO w/FM tuner. 20% off. Call
2'17-4581. .
6/2

6)

p\~f;~~~! i0 :~e~~~~~.a~~t~~~bl~ 1 fc;

work Friday & Saturday nights. Must be
21 ye~trs old, APPlY in pel.'llon, no phone
ca)ls, . please. Save Way Liquor Store,
5704 Lomlll! NE. f
NEEDED: PERSONS interested in
cJown• Jng, . Call Gary after 5:00, 881512
8902
HAS THE RECESSION taken your summer jobs? Jobs back East atnt available•
5/2
$1100/mo. 243.1313.

7) MISCELLANEOUS
FREE FEMALE CoJUo/Shepherd cross to
good home. 298-4110 evenings.

Lab a W ani: Ads

EMPLOYMENT

NEED SU~MER JOB. Apply • at room
2140 Mesa Vista at 11:00, 1:00 or 3;00
sharp. Wednesday, Thul.'llday, Friday,
li/2
1976 GRADUATEB-Albuquerque Insurance Agency peeking salea and salcs
manngemcnt trainees. Starting salal')!
$750 and up, Call 206-5991.
5/2

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Jewelry, B(JOks, Clothing and
many more valuable items. Please claim
at Campus Pollc:,~ 1820 Roma NE (Yale
& Roma), 8-4 ,Mon.-Fri.
4/1!0
3) SERVICES
FANTASTIC TYPING I 31ic J)agc. $1,00
minimum. Sandi 881-6313 or 293-4110.
. .
li/2GRADUATES SEEKING JODS? Your
resume prepared, printed & distributed
In June National Directory,. inexpensively, Free info, form. Write RE·
SPONSE RESUME AIDS!. Dox 82943·
C-D, San Diego, CA 9213ts.
DAU.RY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118
San Pedro SE. .266-0335. Color TVs,
tnpe dcclts, .stereos, nmpliflers, nuto
radios, install Burglnr Alnrms. 10('1{, discount for students with ID. Quick- Service
G/2
PEOPLES OAR. Import & Domestic Auto
Repair. 4'117 Isleta SW. All work guaranteed, Yolks specialists .. 873-0525. 5/2
OVERSEAS JOBB-Australla. Europe, S.
America, Africn. Students aU professions
nnd occupations $700 to $3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime,. sbthtsecing.
Free 'lnCorrnation. TRANSWORLD RE·
SEARCH Dept. A 26, Dox 603, Corte
Madera, Callr. !J41l25. .
4/30
TYPING IBM SELECTRic-Math, Jan ..
guago symbols. Theses, dfsscrtntlona,
papers. 807-0990,
G/Z
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices In town I Fast, pleasing.
Near UNM. CaU 2Gii-2444 or come to
171'1 Girard Blvd NE.
trn
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IDM selectric.
Reasonable rates with guaranteed Iii!·
curacy. 298·'1147
4/11

tlon ~obs in Alaskl\ and on the pipeline
Wllg~, addresses, quallfi~atlons~the .true
stoey from Alaska. $5.00. Dcmali In·
!ormation Service, Dox 1763, Anchorag;e.
5/l
AK, 9ll 5l0.

Da The Trick

'THE
ALL NEW

•

MICHAEL CAINE
iii'PULP"

3211 Central NE
265-4675

NOW PLAYING

•·
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FOR 1 WEEK ONLY!
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ANNE SHIRLEY STEPIN FETCNIT

Will Rogers in John Ford's
STEAMBOAT ROUND THE BEND (1935)

ST-EAMBOAT 'ROUND THE BENO evokes Mark iwain and great times on the~
broad Mississippi in its affectionate comedy and stiJnning photography. Will
Rogers plays a core-all medicine man whO runs a floating waxworks museum.
Stepin' Fetchit orice again illustrates the kind of racist caricature that was
considered ordinary, acceptable, and funny a generation ago. Both Andrew Sarris
and Peter Bogdanovich consider this a key Ford film from the thirties; one of his
most negiected classics. fa)(, 80 min. ·
·

OPEN EVE.
AT6PM
SUNDAY, MAY 4i 1975
8:15 P.M. • POPEJOY HALL
TiCKi:TS A'f. SUB BOX OFFICE & GOLD STREE't
, NATURAL SOUND II &
CANDYMAN (SANTA

LATE S

SAT. & SUN:
CON~T. 3:30 PM

.Rf. &"SAT.

Go directly •.•

1he.King.of
.
Marvin Gardens
starring

JACk NICHOLSON . . . .
BRUCE DEAN I ELlEN BUASTVN

I
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